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Address
no hit for
viewers
L

NEW YORK (AP) — An
estimated 43.5 million television viewers watched President Clinton deliver his State
of the Union address, Nielsen
Media Research said.
Despite the spectacle of Clinton speaking on the same day
as his Senate impeachment
trial, the numbers were down
from 1998, when Nielsen said
there were 51.3 million viewers. Clinton delivered his
speech last year just after the
Monica Lewinsky scandal
broke.
But Tuesday night's viewership level was consistent with
several other Clinton State of
the Union addresses. Between
1995 and 1997, the annual
address drew either 41 million
or 42 million viewers.
Clinton's peak came in 1993,
when his first State of the
Union speech had 66.9 million people watching.
Nielsen's numbers, released
Wednesday, estimate viewership on ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN,
Fox and MSNBC. Those six networks had a combined 48 audience share, meaning that more
than half the people watching
TV at that time were watching something else.
During the speech, NBC led
the networks with a 9.5 rating, down 14 percent from last
year. ABC's 8.1 rating was down
35 percent from 1998 and
CBS's 7.4 rating was a 9 percent drop.

Ads draw
concern
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The ads don't mention Gov.
Paul Patton by name, and the
ads' sponsors say they promote the region and not Patton's candidacy for re-election,
but a Republican officiRl says
he isn't so sure.
The large ads running in
eastern Kentucky as Patton prepares to seek re-election refer
to "a governor from the mountains." Before Patton, the last
governor from eastern Kentucky
was the late Bert T. Combs,
who served from 1959 to 1963.
"You have to think that these
ads are promoting a candidate
for governor and should be
reported to the state election
finance agency," state Republican Party Chairman Tom
Jensen said Wednesday when
told about thew. "I've got real
questions about them."
But Rosemary Center, general counsel for the state Registry of Election Finance, which
oversees campaign finance
laws, said the ads "do not
express advocacy for either
the election or defeat of a candidate."
"Ads like these are not regulated by the registry," she
said.
Patton press aide Mark Pfeiffer said he was not familiar
with the ads. Patton, who is
expected to announce his reelection campaign Monday, was
in North Carolina Wednesday.
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BERNARD KANELedger & Times photo
UNDER CONTROL...Calloway County firefighter Kathy Tidwell douses the remnants of a fire that
burned a shed and threatened a nearby home on 121 South Wednesday afternoon. No injuries
were reported.

III See Page 2

BZA tables sign request
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
One day after the Murray Planning Commission held its first meeting in the Murray Public
Works building, the Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments did the same.
The board opted to table a request by Howard
Brandon for two wall signs that would be located on the Brandon Auto World Body Shop, 1300
N. 121 Bypass.
"We'd just like to get something up there that's
a little bigger than what we've got," Brandon
said. "Some people don't even know there's a
body shop back there."
The request to table the issue until the next
meeting was because Brandon was unsure of what
size the proposed signs would be.
"I would like to have something more concrete
in the Way of a request," said board member
Scott Seiber.
In other business, a four-foot side setback variance was approved for a home renovation project
by Dave McKenna, 406 S. Ninth St.

A conditional use permit for home occupation
was issued to Mary Jo Farris, 708 Sycamore St.
The permit is contingent upon there being no
more than two client vehicles 'at the premises at
a time.
Meetings for the planning commission and zoning board will be held, at least for the time
being, in the different building to utilize the television and videocassette recorder located in the
conference room, according to Butch Seargent,
director of planning and engineering.
While members of both groups expressed concern about the smaller meeting space, the overall
response has been positive.
"I prefer this to city hall," said. zoning board
member Tommy Marshall.
Seargent suggested making people wait outside
the conference room until their turn to speak. He
also suggested the possibility Of moving meetings
altogether.
"We can usually tell what kind of crowd we're
going to have, and if it's too big, we can move
it to city hall," said Seargent.

Clinton defense wraps up
By LARRY MARGASAK
ecutors to respond.
cent in a CBS survey to 76 perAssociated Press Writer
The question period may be the cent for NBC.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Con- phase of the trial conducted in a
One well-known conservative
cluding the first phase of Presi- bipartisan
spirit.
Subsequent Republican, evangelist and broaddent Clinton's impeachment trial, motions to dismiss the case and caster Pat Robertson, said Clinton
his lawyers are urging senators to call witnesses such as former White pulled off such a public relations
reject allegations of legal wrong- House iitern Monica Lewinsky coup in the address that ,there is
doing and focus on "the big pic- likely will break down largely no chance he will be convicted.
ture" — an attempt by a married along party lines.
"They might as well dismiss this
man to hide an extramarital affair.
Republicans have said they impeachment hearing and get on
For their third and final day oppose dismissal and support the with something else," he said on
of oral presentations to rebut per- need for limited live testimony "The 700 Club" broadcast.
jury and obstruction of justice from key witnesses such as Ms.
Bumpers %yes chosen to make
charges, the Clinton team is com- Lewinsky, Clinton friend Vernon the argument that the House case
bining the methodical arguments Jordan and presidential secretary was a "partisan rush to judgment"
of private lawyer David Kendall Betty Currie — and should get that doesn't meet with the "highwith the oratory of Dale Bumpers. their way with a 55-45 majority. er duty the Senate has always
Bumpers, a former Democratic senHowever, with a two-thirds had," an adviser to the White
ator from Arkansas and longtime majority needed to make Clinton House said Wednesday. Bumpers,
friend of Clinton, is known as a the first president evicted from his who retired this year after 24 years
gifted public speaker.
job, Democrats hold the votes for in the Senate, also was chosen
Once Bumpers finishes, sena- acquittal and show no signs of back- because he can talk ex-senator to
tors who have been forced under ing a move to remove him from senator, the adviser said.
trial rules to sit in uncharacteris- office.
Clinton's predecessor, George
tic silence will have another unfaRepublicans know the trial is Bush, in town to attend a Senate
miliar task — submitting ques- unpopular with Americans. Clin- lecture series sponsored by Sentions in writing to Chief Justice ton's job approval ratings rose ate Majority Leader Trent Lott,
William Rehnquist, who as pre- after his State of the Union address R-Miss., declined a chance to di.ssiding officer will read them and Tuesday night, ranging from 66
ask the lawyers and House pros- percent in an ABC poll to 72 per- MI See Page 2

Tonight and Friday...Periods of showers and thunderstorms. Low tonight around 55.
High Friday around 60.
Friday night...A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the 40s.
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
JUST SO...Denny Cope and Bob Hall decorate the entrance
portal to a home on Johnny Robertson Road earlier this
week.

Court disciplines lawyers
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Four
lawyers were disciplined by the
Supreme Court today, including one
suspended for 18 months for sharing 'a legal' fee with an investigator and failing to follow up on
a lawsuit sought by a client.
The suspension of Cynthia A.
Mandello was compounded by her
failure to respond to an investigation by the Kentucky Bar Association, according to court records
released today.
Mandello practiced law in Hen-

derson and Union counties in early
1998, but also has a residential
and office telephone in Elizabethtown.
Mandello must ask the high
court to reinstate her to practice
law at the end of her suspension.
The court is in charge of disciplinary matters against lawyers.
In other disciplinary cases
released today:
—M. Jeannine Clements of

• See Page 2

New alumni service launched

I
One Section — 16 Pages
Arts
7
Classifieds
12-14
Comics
15
Crossword
15
Dear Abby
15
Deaths
5
Forum
4
Horoscope
14
Sports
10, 11
Today
6

By ESTES THOMPSON
Associated Press Writer
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) — Governors from four tobacco states are pushing R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. to join
a $5.15 billion trust fund for farmers, but the company
says the best way to help tobacco growers is to buy more
tobacco from them.
"There's been all kinds of verbal agreements that our
attorneys believe are binding," Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton said Wednesday after a meeting between tobacco state
officials and industry representatives.
Patton and three other governors demanded that RJR
Nabisco CEO and Chairman Steven F. Goldstone meet
with them to explain why his company wants to buy
more U.S. tobacco instead of paying into the trust fund.
Goldstone was scheduled to meet with the governors
today.
Reynolds has balked from the start at entering the trust
fund, which was proposed by Philip Morris Corp. after
four cigarette makers agreed to a $206 billion settlement

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Tmes photo
Jim Carter talks about the new opportunities available to
Murray State University alumni via the Internet.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
For alumni of Murray State
University, staying in touch with
their alma mater will now be easier than ever.
During a special press conference Wednesday afternoon, the
school's office of alumni affairs
officially unveiled a new service
for Internet users.
A program called the Alumni
Connections On-Line Community
- a cutting-edge virtual campus
exclusively for alumni-- makes
Murray State one of only 40 universities in the nation to offer
the new technology, produced by
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Harris Publishing.
"One of the things that we've
"We're in business to meet the found is that alumni always want
needs of our alumni," said Jim to know about their fellow classCarter, director of alumni affairs mates - where they are and what
at MSU. "We're constantly look- they're doing," Carter said. "This
ing for ways to stay connected is a great way to keep up with
with about 45,000 alumni, and friends, and also to know what's
this is a great way to do that."
going on at Murray State."
The new service - which became
The On-Line Alumni Directoavailable to MSU web site visi- ry helps alumni quickly locate
tors last December - provides an' fellow graduates via a database
interactive gathering place where of current biographical data and
alumni can locate fellow gradu- a powerful search engine.
ates, network for jobs, explore
The directory includes the curongoing educational opportunities; rent name, name used while in
market products and services and school, class year, degrees earned,
get the latest news about the school
and its activities.
• See Page 2
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• Alumni...
From Page 1
occupation, business addre,- and
phone, e-mail address and more
about most MSU alumni. Data can
be sorted by name, geography, class
or occupation.
MSU alumni can also use the
service to obtain a. permanent email address.
The address, which remains constant even if the owner changes
Internet access providers or jobs,
automatically forwards e-mail to a
designated electronic mailbox of
alumni.
Other features of the service
include a career center, distance

learning, personal home pages, bul- site's introductory page.
MSU officials expect users of
letin boards, yellow pages and hot
the service to increase with publinks to other Internet sites.
The career center allows the licity.
"We think this is a great prouser to search a job postings dataespecially for alumni who
gram,
base or to check out links to other
have
graduated
from Murray State
add
may
also
Users
career sites.
in
the
last
10
years," Carter
their resumes to this link.
explained.
Bulletin boards provide the latAccess to the On-Line Comest information on MSU's on-campus happenings such as sporting munity is limited to members who
events, concerts and other activi- log on from MSU's home page
using a user identification number
ties.
Since becoming available Dec. and personal password.
An user ID and personal pass18, Carter said 94 alumni have
word
is available through the alumsigned on as users. There have
been over 2,000 hits to the web ni office.

II RJR...
From Page 1
with the states over health care
costs.
A Reynolds executive said during the meeting that the best way
to help farmers cope with reduced
smoking because of the settlement
was to buy more of their tobacco.
Kentucky Attorney General Ben
Chandler said representatives from
11 states at the meeting were
-focusing on the $5.15 billion, and
that's all we're focusing on. Every
single person in that room believes
Mt lift-VI
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there was an agreement."
The other tobacco companies
— Philip Morris, Lorillard and
Brown & Williamson — don't
believe they can pay enough into
a trust fund without Reynolds'
participation.
"If we don't have all four companies participating fully in the
10-year trust fun& it will break
down," said Philip Morris senior
vice president Steven Parrish.
Pan-ish said that, whatever happens. Philip Morris would honor
the commitment it made last week
to make an initial, $300 million
payment into the trust fund and
hope the other companies followed
suit.
The governors expressed consternation that the meeting was
called by the tobacco industry
without agreement from Reynolds.
"The point we tried to make
today is that we had a deal, and
a deal's a deal and we want R.J.
Reynolds to make sure that they
live up to it," said Georgia Gov.
Roy Barnes. "The amount was
fixed, and how we're going to
distribute it and everything else."
Jim Gilmore, governor of Virginia, said the money was important to help farmers and cigarette
manufacturing workers hurt by
declining cigarette sales because
of higher prices caused by the
settlement.
"We think we've got a deal.

• Defense...

Payne said the trust fund and
R.J. Reynolds' plan to buy more
tobacco could coexist.

207 S. 7th St. • Murray

cuss the impeachment trial. But
speaking in the Old Senate Chamber Wednesday evening, the former Republican president lamented that today in Washington, "we
are confronted with a deficit of
decency — one that deepens by
the day."
During Clinton's defense before
senators Wednesday, Deputy White
House Counsel Cheryl Mills argued
that House managers ignored testimony from Mrs. Currie in order
to falsely accuse the president of
trying to obrct the Paula Jones
sexual haras ment lawsuit against
the president.
The defense laWyer cited Mrs.
Currie's testimony that Clinton
never asked her to pick up gifts
from Ms. Lewinsky after the presents were subpoenaed by the Jones
lawyer's. Mrs. Currie testified it
was Ms. Lewinsky who asked her
to retrieve the gifts.
Furthermore, Ms. Mills said the
prosecutors ignored Mrs. Currie's
testimony that Clinton was not
trying to pressure his secretary
when he questioned her about her
recollection of his actions with

From Page 1
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We think we always had a deal,"
Gilmore said.
North Carolina Gov. Jim Hunt
said he and others were under the
impression a trust fund was part
of the $206 billion master settlement tobacco companies reached
in November with 46 states to
pay the cost of treating sick smokers.
The
landmark
settlement
required the cigarette companies
to meet with tobacco state representatives to discuss how to help
farmers and communities affected
by the settlement. The first meeting was held last month.
Hunt said Lorillard and Brown
& Williamson would join the trust
fund along with Philip Morris if
Reynolds came on board.
Reynolds senior vice president
Tommy Payne said his company
has concerns about how the trust
fund money would be spent and
whether it might raise antitrust
issues. He said Reynolds' plan to
buy more tobacco would not pose
such problems because antitrust
laws "do not preclude companies
from coming to independent decisions."
Patton dismissed the idea that
antitrust issues were at the heart
of Reynolds' reluctance.

DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo
AT THE SCENE: Murray police detectives Mark McCuiston (left) and Bobby Holmes enter a
house at 900 Poplar St. to investigate the report of a body found there Wednesday afternoon.
Three detectives, two patrolmen and the county coroner were called to the scene. The body
was that of Larime J. Simpson, 27, who appeared to have died from a self-inflicted gunshot
wound to the head, according to a police press release.

Louisville was suspended for 59
days for preparing a will in which
she was a beneficiary of a $50,000
bequest even though she was not
related to the individual. According to the court, Clements admitted she violated professional rules
of conduct.
—Pamela U. Foree of Smithfield was given a public reprimand for failing to properly settle an estate.
—Wesley Gordon Lile was publicly reprimanded for making threatening comments to anyone who
was helping his wife in their
divorce, including another lawyer.
Lile has a telephone .number in
Bowling Green.
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Pick 4:
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3-5-10-11-14
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Ms. Lewinsky.
"It's those facts, those stubborn
facts that just don't fit," Ms. Mills
said.
But while contesting the details
of the prosecutors' case, the lawyer
asked senators to retain "the big
picture."
"The president had a relationship with a young woman. His
conduct was inappropriate, but it
was not obstruction ofjustice. During the course of their relationship, the president and the young
woman pledged not to talk about
it with others. That is not obstruction of justice.,,,
"The president ended their relationship before anyone knew about
it. He ended it not because he
thought it would place him in

legal jeopardy. He ended it because
he knew it was wrong. That is
not obstruction of justice."
Ms. Mills finished with an emotional flourish, contending "the
foundation of the house of civil
rights was never at the core of
the Jones case. The foundation of
the house of civil rights is in the
voices of all the great civil rights
leaders and the soul of every person who heard them."
And,continuing a defense theme
that Clinton's conduct was terribly wrong but not criminal or
impeachable, she told the Senate
that the law must be upheld "even
when it protects behavior that we
don't like or is unattractive or is
not admirable or that might even
be hurtful."

Social Security investment
finds opposition in Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) -- As
lawmakers begin to dissect President Clinton's rescue plan for Social
Security, his proposal 'to have the
government invest hundreds of billions of dollars in the stock market is meeting with substantial
opposition.
"I will oppose government-managed investment in the private sector," said Rep. Bill Archer, RTexas, chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, which oversees Social Security.
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan told lawmakers on
Archer's committee he dislikes the
idea, too.
"I do not believe it is politically feasible to insulate such huge
funds" from political interference,
Greenspan said at a hearing
Wednesday.
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin
said today that Greenspan raised
some legitimate concerns. But under
the mechanisms envisioned by Clinton, "There will' be no — zero
— no government involvement in
the investment of the funds," Rubin
said on NBC's "Today."

Today, Jesse Jackson, chairman
of the Rainbow/PUSH Coalition,
and former Republican vice presidential nominee Jack Kemp were
scheduled to testify before the
committee.
In his State of the Union address
Tuesday night, Clinton suggested
using 62 percent of government
surpluses over the next 15 years
to bolter Social Security's cash
reserves.
Administration officials say the
president will push for the government to invest about a quarter
of that money in the stock market, despite the swift criticism.
"We strongly share the concern
that such investment be independent
and nonpolitical ... but we feel
that we are capable of doing this
wisely and safely," said presidential adviser Gene Sperling.
Nevertheless, the influential Fed
chairman's disdain for government
investment in the stock market,
combined with opposition from
Republicans who control Congress,
could scuttle an important part of
Clinton's plan.

Rollins faces drug charges
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A New Concord man faces felony charges of drug trafficking and
trying to run away from police after
his early morning arrest.
Seth M. Rollins, 21, remained in
Calloway County Jail Thursday
morning under $2,500 cash, property or approved surety bond.
City police arrested Rollins after
allegedly running a stop sign at the
intersection of Glendale Road and
Broad Street, then fleeing when he
was pulled over, according to a police press release.

Rollins, who allegedly was seen
throwing items from his pockets,
was caught behind Southside
Manor Apartments after a foot pursuit, the release said. The items recovered reportedly were narcotics.
He is charged with fleeing or
evading police and second-offense
possession of drug paraphernalia,
both Class D felonies, and misdemeanor counts of second-offense
driving under the influence and
trafficking in marijuana.
He also is charged with disregarding a stop sign, which is a violation.
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AROUND THE NATION
Machines reading address
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Postal Service reports that machines
are now reading and sorting as many as half of all handwritten
addresses.
High-speed sorting machines read 50 percent of the estimated
3 billion handwritten addresses on cards and letters sent during
the holiday, season, postal officials said Wednesday.
"We doubled the amount of handwritten mail that is electronically sorted using postal automation in less than one year," said
William Dowling, U.S. Postal Service vice president for engineering.
Sorting out the many individual styles of handwriting has been
a job for human eyes since the time of Benjamin Franklin.
"Today's postal computers have been taught to read handwriting using sophisticated software and hardware," Dowling said.
Automation sorts letters at a rate of $5 per thousand while
manual sorting costs $45 per thousand.
photo

Senate honors Michael Jordan
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Michael Jordan went into retirement
much-loved superstar and a millionaire many times over. But
one thing his departure lacked was the Senate's official blessing.
That changed Wednesday. At the bipartisan behest of Illinois
Sens. Dick Durbin, a Democrat, and Peter Fitzgerald, a Republican, the Senate took a break from President Clinton's impeachment trial to honor the former Chicago Bulls great.
Without a dissenting vote, the senators approved Resolution
No. 23 — named for Jordan's retired jersey — celebrating how
Jordan "helped make the long, hard winters bearable for millions
of Chicagoans."
It was the only legislative business the Senate conducted Wednesday.
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Company settles with county
COVINGTON. Ks. AP) — The company that is building a
new courthouse in downtown Covington has reached a cash settlement with Kenton County, ending a lengthy legal battle over
the way the contract was awarded.
Corporex Cos. Inc., which won the hid in 1996 and is nearing completion of the project. will pay $425,(X00 to the county
within 30 days.
The money will be designated for a park, urban landscaping or
similar amenities.
"We decided to take the high road ... to pay some money to
get this matter behind us.- Corporex President Bill Butler said.
-But the money will be used to help the community."
The county was trying to collect $850„000 paid last year to
settle a lawsuit brought by the two losing bidders.
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Smiley face debate leads to campaign
BOSTON (AP) -- Smile and the world smiles with you.
So hopes Harvey Ball. a graphic artist who earned $45 for
designing the ubiquitous smiley face for an insurance company 35
years ago and now hopes to gather profits from the round yellow
icon for charity.
Ball has declared Oct. I as "World Smile Day," and he formed
the World Smile Corp. to market a line of greeting cards, buttons
and other items in conjunction with the festivities. Profits will go
to charity.
Although Ball created the design. others have staked their claim.
Last spring, Ball learned Franklin Loufrani, a 55-year-old French
entrepreneur. had registered the smilcy trademark in more than 75
countries — and was threatening to sue U.S. companies that sell
smiley products overseas.
The 77-year-old Ball thought about a lawsuit but decided he
just couldn't sue over a smile. "It's repugnant. Yucky." he said
Wednesday.
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License
suspended
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)— State
Rep. Porter Hatcher's license as
an insurance agent has been suspended as part of an agreement
stemming from accusations that
Hatcher did not send some cus
turners' premiums to their insurance companies.
Hatcher, who also must pay
$2,940.37 in restitution to former
customers of his agency, admitted
no wrongdoing but agreed to terms
of the order to settle the Kentucky Department of Insurance's
dispute with him and "avoid a
prolonged hearing."
The order, signed last week by
the department and Hatcher, DLouisville, said the department was
prepared to prove that Hatcher had
violated state law in his insurance
business.
Specifically, the order said that
the department was prepared to
prove that between February 1996
and June 1997, Hatcher collected
premiums from clients but failed
to turn them over to an insurance
carrier to buy insurance.
The order also said that the
department could prove that Hatcher forged some premium-refund
checks from insurance companies
to his clients- and deposited the
money into his own bank account.
Through both actions, Hatcher
"misappropriated or otherwise illegally withheld money belonging
to policyholders," the department
contended.
Hatcher stressed in a telephone
interview Wednesday that he had
admitted no wrongdoing. As for
restitution, he said,"If I owe somebody something, I'll give it to
them. If I don't, I won't."
Hatcher, 62, has served in the
Kentucky House since 1987. Last
October he suffered a stroke, but
he said Wednesday that his health
was improving. -I'm blesssd," he
said.

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times pnot

STUDY HALL: Amanda Jetton of Wingo gets in some reading during the 60 degree weather
on the steps of Lovett Auditorium Wednesday afternoon.

Teachers released from lawsuit
'PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)— Eleven
"Let me tell you, I don't want
teachers who were among 45 defen- this damn case. I don't know any
dants named in a lawsuit filed by judge in this area -that does,"
the parents of three students killed Shadoan said shortly before
in a high school shooting spree announcing his decision to remain
have been released from the suit. involved. He explained that he felt
Visiting Judge Will Shadoan of an obligation to see the case through
Ballard Circuit Court took the action to the end.
during a hearing in McCracken
Plaintiffs lawyer Michael Breen
CircuiLCourt on Wednesday, short- of Bowling Green filed a motion
ly aft& rejecting a lawyer's request last week asking Shadoan to recuse
that he remove himself from the himself because of some comments
case.
the judge had made to the news
Shadoan took over two weeks media. Since taking over the matago after McCracken Circuit Judges ter, Shadoan has discussed how
Jeff Hines and Ron Daniels both the case will proceed and talked
stepped aside. They had cited their about its key issues.
Breen also had cited comments
working relationships with Paducah lawyer John Carneal, the father the judge made during the sumof confessed shooter Michael mer about Breen's conduct while
prosecutors were preparing their
Carneal, who is now 15.

case against young Carneal.
In July, Shadoan and oth,.r.
criticized the attorney for makin
public a confidential mental e aiuation
of Carneal, savinr the
report's release would make it chificult to seat a jury. Ultimately
no trial was held.
Breen said Shadoan's comment,
recently and last summer indicated that the judge cannot handl
the case fairly. Shadoan said dur
ing the hearing that he will remart
impartial.
After the judge announced hi,
decision, Breen told him that he
planned to file an appeal w ith the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
Carneal pleaded guilt hut mei-tally ill in October to three eounts
of murder and si \ other charges.
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Strip-for-groceries teacher acquitted
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CINCINNA I I tAP) — A male stripper who offered to perform
at a party in return for groceries has been cleared of charges
accusing him of misusing food stamps.
Benford Clay, a substitute teacher in Dayton, attracted the attention of authorities with 'posters advertising his "Nastymixxx" dance
service.
In the posters. Clay, 31, offered to dance at baby showers.
birthday parties and family reunions — all of which is not illegal in itself — but he also offered to accept food stamps as payment.
An undercover officer testified that Clay went shopping with
her, picked out $300 in groceries and insisted she use her food
stamp debit card to pay. In return, he gave her a contract agreeing to perform at her party.
Judge Thomas Crush ruled Tuesday that because Clay himself
did not use the cards, he could not be convicted of illegal use
of food stamps.
. "It's an interesting method of using food stamps," the judge
said. "What can you say about this use of public funds, except
that maybe some people aren't as hungry as they appear to be?"
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Researchers study coffee
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NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) — tin, director of Vanderbilt UniverMillions of Americans know the sity's Addiction Center, said
therapy a cup of coffee can deliv- Wednesday. "My suggestion is that
we really don't know what causer early in the morning.
Researchers at Vanderbilt Uni- es those effects."
versity say it's possible coffee • Vanderbilt is scheduled to open
could do more, perhaps even help its Institute for Coffee Studies
people who.. suffer from depres- within the next six months, thanks
to $6 million in funding from trade
sion and alcoholism.
"People drink coffee because groups in leading coffee-producthey like it/ or they like the way ing nations in Latin Amera,
it makes them feel.- Peter Mar- including Brazil and Colombia.
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Why should you choose GTE Wireless over all the others?
For starters, our rates are simple and affordable and we offer a
large local calling area. With our regional calling area. get 50c a
minute calling in Ohio, Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan
Plus, choose from a variety of competitive local, regional and
national rate plans to meet your needs and discover the
flexibility to change your rate plan as your needs change.
In short, GTE Wireless gives you peace of mind.
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INTEREST RATE.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

CID
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WIRELESS

Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions. less any applicable maintenance fees, accumulate wealth for the
I \,
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www.gte.com
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Twin Lakes Office Products
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(502) 753-0123
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Those unexcusable errors

Clinton seizes stage
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton wasn't the only one
trying to prove he could separate the Senate impeachment trial
from bis conduct of the nation's
business. Congress wants to
demonstrate it can operate on two
tracks as well.
But majority-party Republicans
wound up watching largely in
silence Tuesday night as Clinton
grabbed the spotlight — addressing a national TV audience on
the State of the Union even as
he remains the defendant in a
Senate impeachment trial by day.
Despite dueling congressional
news conferences over agendas,
Clinton also offered the day's
most dramatic new initiative: a
-plan to shore up Social Security by using budget surpluses and
allowing some of the money to
be invested in the stock market.
Not surprisingly, Clinton did not
'utter a word about his impeachment as he turned in a buoyant
77-minute performance, offering
a large grab bag of legislative
proposals.
Even though Clinton is the
one on trial for his job, largely
subdued
Republicans
clearly
appeared the most uncomfortable,
turning into — at least for the
duration of the speech — a largely silent majority. Democrats, for
the most part, applauded vigorously.
A few Republicans, including
'-House Judiciary Committee Chair; man Henry Hyde. R-111., declined
. to attend.
•
But most of them sat stiffly
-through the speech.
As he walked down the aisle,
few Republicans reached for his
•:extended hand.
Others offered grudging respect
.
•
'even as they criticized the specific proposals.
"I found fault with a lot of
it. but it was a nice speech,"
'said Rep. John Kasich, R-Ohio.
.Said the new House speaker, Dennis Hastert. R-Ill.: "The president

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
has made a good speech, but an opera.
now we must put side the rhet"The tenor's standing up and
oric and get down to work."
singing before those who indictMindful of opinion polls show- ed him and those who are judging that most Americans want ing him." Still, Thurber said, the
Clinton to remain in office. Repub- president's song "shows he can
licans went to great lengths to deal with most issues of govstress their ability to get on to erning at the same time this (trial)
issues of substance and not be is going on."
preoccupied with the irbpeach"There's no question that the
ment process.
unpopularity of the impeachment
"No matter what the outcome has worried Republicans a great
of the president's situation, life deal and prompted them to try
in America will go on," said to jump start a legislative agenRep. Jennifer Dunn, R-Was
. h, who da," said Tom Mann, director of
delivered half of the GOP tele- governmental studies at the Brookvised response. "Our lives will ings Institution.
continue to be filled with prac"The president gained by just
tical matters, not constitutional showing up. He reminded the
ones."
public why they like him in
"It was a good performance," office, reminding them of peace
said Wayne Fields, a professor and prosperity and, just for a
at Washington University in St. moment, turning the attention away
Louis who has written a book from what the public has tired
on presidential addresses.
of long ago," Mann said.
"He was able to demonstrate
Although some lawmakers had
a kind of composure and control suggested Clinton postpone the
that suggests he's still the pres- speech — or deliver it in writident. Americans needed to be ing — few expected him to volreassured that the office is func- untarily pass up the chance to
tioning."
address a national audience on
And in making many Repub- his own terms.
licans in the audience squirm.
That doesn't mean Republicans
Clinton also managed to convey were comfortable by what Sen.
"that if there's a breakdown in Phil Gramm, R-Texas, likened to
government, it's happening on their a visit to the dentist.
side, not his side," Fields said.
"We didn't withdraw the inviStill, the sight of Clinton deliv- tation because we didn't want it
ering the address in the House to look like we were not going
chamber — before both his accus- to carry on business," said Sen.
ers and his judges — was an Kay Bailey Hutchison, R-Texas.
extraordinary
one to many
And one stark realty remains
observers.
for the president.
"It's just weird, it's just
Today, as he gets back to busistrange," said James Thurber, a ness promoting his agenda, the
political scientist at American Uni- Senate also resumes the business
versity. comparing the event to of trying Clinton.

Attention
Washington!

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor.
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number. Letters must be
brief. We reserve the right to condense or reject any
letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be sent to Murray Ledger and Times,
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. They may also be
faxed to (502) 753-1927 or e-mailed to mlt@mursuky.campus.mci.net.

Let your elected officials
know what you think. For
information regarding your
state officials, call the
Ledger at 753-1916.

U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon Home Office Building
N‘lishington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3115 (Washington)

The headline, unfortunately, wa
at the top of the page.
Fairly big point size and in
bold face.
"White House continues rebuttie"
Now, before readers begin sending us Hooked on Phonics kits
they received from dialing 1-800ABC-DEFG, let me throw in a
The errors are embarrassing and
few words of explanation.
frustrating. They certainly don't
Quite simply, we goofed.
Had it not been for the offend- help those who use the publicaed gentleman who called and spoke tion in the classroom (unless you
with me about this tragic turn of are in Gordon Loberger's Stanevents, I might not even have dard English Usage class at Murray State!).
noticed it.
So, for all it's (not its) worth,
He noted that there is no excuse
for these type of errors in a pub- I apologize.
•..
lication that might be used as a
As we head into mid-January,
teaching tool.
plans are still on target for the
I agreed.
He and I obviously saw eye- new Angels Community Center, a
to-eye about the importance of clinic for the working poor.
It will be located at 1005 Poplar
proper grammar. Typos are certainly
not worthy excuses in our books. St. and will serve those who have
My feathers began to get ruf- no access to care either because
fled when he implied that per- health insurance is not offered in
haps I might be a bit spelling- the workplace or there are inadequate wages to pay for health
challenged.
care.
Talk about an insult.
A story was published this week
Working under a deadline sitby
the Associated Press regarding
uation as we do here at the Ledger
creates a bigger window for error. the opening of a similar facility
We have tried to implement var- in Caldwell County.
Called the Caldwell County Free
ious checks to help assist in basic
grammatical and spelling accura- Clinic, it opened Jan. 7 in the
cy, but those checks may also be basement of a church with eight
people receiving care. These peovictim to human error.
I realize that is no excuse. I ple are eligible for care if they
have a special fondness for the Eng- work but don't have medical insurlish language and I do try to push ance through their employers, prifor perfection among my staff. vate health insurance or Medicare.
They fall at or below 185 perIt's time to push harder.
Now that I have been called cent of the poverty level.
That is the same level that has
on the carpet. so to speak, by my
caller. I can assure readers that a been set by local organizers. This
more intense effort will be put means that a single person with
forth to ensure (not insure) a high- no children who makes $14,319
er degree of accuracy. There's (not or less would qualify. A two-perTheir's) no excuse for misspelled son household could earn up to
words on any occasion (not occas- $19,166 and qualify; a three-per-

Clinton lawyers make attempt
WASHINGTON (AP) — Who's
on trial here, President Clinton or
his accusers?
White House lawyers are trying to turn the tables on GOP House
prosecutors,
claiming
their
impeachment case is politically
charged, flawed and unfair. Perjury? Nonsense, they say. Obstruction of justice? No case, they
claim.
The Republican-written indictment "falls well below the most
basic, minimal standards and should
not be used to impeach and remove
this president," presidential counselor Greg Craig told the Senate
Wednesday. His colleague, Cheryl
Mills, accused the House of encouraging senators to ignore evidence
that exonerates Clinton.
Without a legal basis for
impeaching Clinton, the president's
lawyers suggest, the only reason
for putting him on trial is a partisan campaign to embarrass and
weaken him and push him from
office.
"Do not inject a poison of bitter partisanship into the body politic
which, like a virus, can move
through our national bloodstream
for years to come, with results
none can know or calculate," Craig
said.
But political strains run deep
through this impeachment drama,
from the party-line votes against
the president in the House Judi-Nary Committee and the full House
to the all-Republican makeup of
the 13-member House prosecution
team.
There is a strong advantage for
the White House if it can keep
the impeachment case on a par.

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL

AMY WILSON
Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

361A Rand Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washiogtan)

TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
tooting Ailci .1
di H the
education that Americans care
Monica Lewinsky saga, Americans about. Many Republicans fear there
still give Clinton high approval is a real threat that, on the heels
ratings, want him to stay in office of election losses in November, they
and hope the impeachment- case could lose control of the House
goes away.
and Senate two years from now.
If the Senate decides Clinton's
But as the trial runs on, there
fate on a partisan vote, the pres- also are more opportunities for
ident wins. To achieve the 67 surprise that could sting Clinton.
votes required to throw Clinton There are no advantages for Repubout of office, Republicans would .1icans or Democrats. "The Demochave to peel away at least 12 rats take the president's line" that
Democrats.
shorter is better, said Stephen Hess,
House prosecutor Asa Hutchin- political analyst at the Brookings
son, himself a former federal pros- Institution. "The Republicans have
ecutor, complained that Clinton's seen this whole scandal like a
attorneys were improperly trying third rail — any institution that
to make it a case of the GOP touches it gets badly burned."
managers versus the White House.
Clinton's strong poll numbers
"This should not be a battle between climbed even higher after his State
the managers and the White House of the Union address Tuesday
night. In an outpouring of supdefense team," Hutchinson said.
Even while attacking the Repub- port, more than 20,000 snow-weary
lican prosecution, the White House people turned out in Buffalo, N.Y.,
presented a show of humility for to cheer Clinton.
the Senate judges, Republicans and
Even a prominent conservative,
Democrats alike. To lawmakers television evangelist Pat Robertwho have complained about legal- son, said Clinton "hit a home run"
istic, hairsplitting responses from in his speech and that "from a
the White House, Craig said, "We public relations standpoint, he's
apologize to you and to the Amer- won."
ican people."
"They might as well dismiss
As Clinton's trial runs longer. this impeachment hearing and get
likely into February, Republicans on with something else." Robertrun the risk of being seen as son said on his television proobsessed with impeachment instead gram, "because it's over as far as
of matters like Social Security and I'm concerned."
tiili

Jan. 12 - Daily Telegraph, London, on the
European Union:
That there is systematic fraud in Brussels will
not have come as a surprise to many. But the
EU's back-handed response to the latest disclosures has astounded even its fiercest opponents.
The commission has shown itself to be tolerant
of corruption, but intolerant of criticism. It now
falls to the European Parliament to determine
whether the EU, as a whole, can retain-any-integrity.

Ledger&Times
WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

AP NEWS ANALYSIS

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

U.S. SEN. JIM DUNNING
818 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Waskiogton)

son household, $24,013; and a
four-person household, $28,860.
The Caldwell clinic is geared
to serVe not only Caldwell County, but also Crittenden and Lyon
counties and Dawson Springs in
Hopkins County.
It is open only on Thursdays
and requires patients to furnish a
paycheck- stub. The center offers
diagnosis, treatment and access to
prescription medications. Some lab
work is done, but referrals are
made for more complex cases.
Dr. Brian Guthrie, a Princeton
physician and medical director of
the clinic, estimated that the clinic budget is between $20,000 and
$30,000 a year.
The clinic is staffed through
volunteer hours from doctors and
nurses. According to a spokesman
in Guthrie's office, about five or
six doctors have signed up.
Other workers include a pharmacist, pharmacist technician, lab
technician, three desk workers,.
three nurses and one paperwork
screener.
So far, the Angels Community
Clinic has already received commitments from nine physicians
and 11 nurse practitioners.
These professionals can expect
to spend maybe one night per
quarter at .the clinic.
A few hours of work for a ton
of community service! Now if we
could only get the entire medical
community to come on board...
For more information about the
local clinic, call Donna Herndon
at 753-7784.

Jan. 12 - The Sun, on the European Union:
The way things work over there they cannot do

anything but oust the commissioners.
This is sheer madness.
But it shows one thing.
The entire EU set-up will not work. Corruption
is rife.
There is no accountability.
You only have to look at some of those commissioners on TV to know they arc overpaid, arrogant dimwits.
That's why' we should stay' out of the European
single currency .
And we should think carefully about even staying in Europe.
This scandal stinks, stinks, stinks.

PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
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The deadline tor Murray State
University entering freshmen,
undergraduate students, transfer and
graduate students who plan to submit scholarship applications is near.
All applications and credentials
must be postmarked no later than
Feb. 1, or turned in at the Scholarship Office by that date.
The application form is the same
for incoming freshman, undergraduate, graduate and transfer students. A limited number of applications are available in the scholarship office. Students are encouraged to obtain an application by

clicking on the Scholarship Office
on the MSU homepage http://www.murraystate.edu.
Incoming freshman applicants
should be prepared to write a 250word essay on a current event.
All applicants will need a list of
activities and honors, a minimum
of one and no more than three
letters of recommendation and a
transcript.
For more information or questions concerning the scholarship
process, contact the University
Scholarship Office ..at (502) 7623165.

JASPER, Texas (AP) - For
more than 160 years. an iron fence
ran through the cemetery here,
making sure that blacks and whites,
who lived apart in life, also rested apart in death.
On Wednesday, with the help
of 75 blacks and whites, the rusting fence was removed, piece by
piece, once and for all. The gesture toward racial harmony came
just days before the scheduled trial
of one of three white men charged
in last year's dragging death of a
black man.
"For many of us, this fence has
been a symbol of segregation in

our community,- Father Ron Forsage said in prayer as work went
on around him. "Give us the power
and strength through this rotten
and broken fence to repair the
fences in our own lives."
The fence had been in the cemetery since it opened in 1836. Some
of those' on hand for the removal
cried when it was finally torn
down by volunteers and city
employees.
"I wish my mother was here
to see this," said Faye White, a
black Jasper resident, as she hugged
several- friends after the ceremony.

I have written in the past about
fitness, exercise, weight control, fads
and nutrition. But what we're really talking about is wellness. One
of the most used "buzz" words of
the 90s. But what does that really mean?
The Purchase 2000 commission
was charged to look at the area's
most pressing health needs. Wellness is addressed in all four of
their diverse needs assessment
goals: access to health care, lack
ofexercise, risky behavior and youth
substance abuse.
Sometime we can't see the forest from the trees. That's why I
have asked an "expert" in the field
to define wellness, in its simplest
terms. Pat Klapper, RN has received
a Bachelor's from MSU and finishing her master's in health promotions and wellness.
She volunteers to run the YMCA
Active Older Adults class on Tuesday and Thursday morning (free
to all seniors in the communityTuesdays (at
First
United
Methodist) and Thursdays (at University Church of Christ at 9 a.m.
Remembers as you read, the
YMCA builds stong kids, strong
families, strong communities.

Wellness A Way of Life
With so much being written
about physical fitness, health and
wellness by both experts and lay
people alike, it isn't surprising that
people are confused about what it
all means.
Physical fitness is only one part
of health. Health also involves nutritional patterns, social relationships,
management of stress, preventativF health care and spirituality.
Defining a person's state of health
involves assessing the very complex and dynamic interaction of
all of these factors. Thus health
is very subjective and always changing.
Wellness implies striving toward
a highly developed level of health.
Wellness emphasizes the need to
take responsibility for engaging in
behaviors that optimi/e our. health

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
8 A.M.-NOON

Monday-Friday 7-5

*New and Used Tires
*Lowest Prices In Town
*Free Mount and
Computer Balance

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!

Nelson E. Gidcumb, 75, Old Salem Road,
Murray, died today.
Jan. 21, 1999. at 5:15 a.m. at his home.
He had- his own practice of podiatry in
San Diego, Calif.,
before moving. to Murray. Born April 4, 1923,
in Mt. Cannel, Ill..
he was the son of the late Cecil Gidcumb
and Halsey Ballard
Gidcumb.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Beverly
Harris Gidcumb; one
sister, Mrs. Erma Worlow and husband. Clores,
and one nephew.
Larry Worlow and wife, Jane, all of Mt. Carmel,
Ill.
Services will be held at a later date. Blalock
-Coleman Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Alberta McDonough

The funeral for Mrs. Alberta McDono
ugh was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev.
William B. Miller officiated.
Pallbearers were Brad Reeves, Terry,
Charles, Teddy, Jesse.
Gary and Perry Allen and Bud McStoot
s. Burial was in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. McDonough, 85, Faxon Road,
Murray, died Friday, Jan.
15, 1999, at 9:35 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home.
She had been employed in Food Services
at. the Courier-Journal, Louisville, and also earlier in the
nursing profession in Iowa.
A member of the Order of the Eastern
Star, she had been presented her 50-year pin by Murray
Chapter No. 443.
Her husband, Edward McDonough,
one son, Earl Allen, and
one brother, Andrew Troutman, preceded
her in death. Born Nov.
9, 1913, in Meade County, she was
the daughter of the late John
Robert Troutman and Laura Etherton
Troutman.
Survivors include two sons, Jesse Chiles
and wife, Connie,
Murray, and Robert Allen and wife, Kelly,
Montezuma, Ind.; one
sister, Mrs. Estelle Cunningham, Wolf
Creek; one brother, Louie
Troutman, Battletown; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Frankie Troutman, Shively; 11 grandchildren, Robert, Charles,
Teddy and Jesse Allen.
Montrzuma, Gary and Perry Allen, Indianap
olis, Ind., Marlena
Green, Clinton, Ind., Lisa Allen Buchana
n, Frankfort, and Terry
Allen, Kimberly Bradshaw and Rita Jo
Reeves, all of Murray; 27
great-grandchildren; three great-great-children.

Greg Starnes

Greg Starnes, 35, Lawson Road, Murray, died Monday
, Jan. 18,
1999, at 5:40 p.m. at his home.
He was self-employed and of Baptist faith. His
mother, Mrs.
Brenda Starnes, one brother, Steven Starnes, and
two grandfathers,
Robert C. Cook and Cliff Starnes, preceded him
in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Kalan Starnes, and
his father,
John Wayne Starnes, both of Murray; one son,
Joshua Starnes,
Easley, S.C.; one brother, Michael Starnes, Bloomin
gton, Ind.; two
grandmothers, Mrs. Willie Starnes, Dyersburg, Tenn.,
and Mrs.
Angie Cook, Corinth, Miss.; several aunts and uncles.
The funeral will be today at Tuscumbia Baptist Church,
Corinth,
Miss. The Rev. Pete Wooley will officiate.
Burial will follow in Tuscumbia Church Cemeter
y with the
Memorial Funeral Home of Corinth in charge
of arrangements.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge
of local arrangements.

in all its dimensions.
Wellness is not achieved by a
diet, an exercise program, attending church, earning money or taking medicine. It is achieved by a
constant awareness in our daily
routine of how decisions about
relationships, work, diet, education, exercise and so on effect our
short and long term goals for wellness.
This requires knowledge about
all, the little decisions. How do I
know what and how much to eat?
Do I really want to get a great
tan today even though I know it
will age my skin prematurely? Is
it too much trouble to wear my

seatbelt? Should I use the elevator or the .stairs? You all know
the answers.
Each person can choose to develop a good diet, participate in exercise, learn to manage stress and
eliminate or reduce the use of
drugs, tobacco and alcohol. Wellness becomes second nature when
practiced on a daily basis.

Federal State Market News Service January
21, 1999 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act 25 Est. 75 Barrows & Gilts .50 higher Sows 51.00-S2.00 lower
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
$26.00- 26.50
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
$22.00 25.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
$25,50 -26.00

We can learn more about how
our choices affect wellness by
reading, consulting experts, participating in health events and
observing the lifestyles of those who
are well.
We are all born with the potential to stay well for many, many
years. If we choose, we can remain
well or we can squander our wellness. Do not think however, that
any amount of money spent on medicine or doctors will ever make
up for those lifestyle decisions you
make every day.
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US 1-2 200-215 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1.3450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 & up lbs.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars $5.00

Call 753-1916 ext. 27 to
report a news tip. You could
earn $10!
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Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs

BURKEEN

Nelson E. Gidcumb

Edward Burkeen, 72, Benton, died Tuesday, Jan. 19, 1999. at
his home.
He was retired from SKW Alloys, Calvert City. Preceding him
in death were his parents, Elbert E. Burkeen and Janie Elizabeth
Smith Burkeen, and five brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Bowerman Burkeen:
two granddaughters, Mrs. Veronica Evans and husband, Randy,
Murray, and Mrs. Christy Moore and husband, Brian, Benton; four
great-grandchildren, Courtney Oakley, Dallas Moore, Austin Moore
and 'Tyler Evans; one sister, Mrs. Edna Moore, Benton; one brother, Elbert Eugene Burkeen, Calvert City.
Graveside services will be today at 2 p.m. at Marshall County Memory Gardens. Lake Riley will officiate.
Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart
Association, 222 Kentucky Ave., Suite #4, Paducah, KY 42003, or
the American Diabetes Association, 1660 Duke St., Alexandria,
VA 22314.
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Taylor and Garrison
wedding to be Jan. 30

Pictured at a recent meeting of Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter #4437 of the AARP were, from left. Mancil Vinson, Jan
Hough. Al Hough and Roy Davis, guest speaker.

Davis discusses work

...

as the tcalured
Roy Oast:.
speaker at a recent meeting of
the Murray/Kentucks Lake Chapter No. 4437 of the American
Association of Retired Persons
held at the .Green Horse Cate.
Davis said he became interested
in coffins following the death of
his sister. He then built a coffin in her memory featuring her
picture and some of the many
letters and items he fotind in her
home follow ing her death in 1992
He later built coffins in memory of his grandparent.. and hi.
parents.
His wife. Constance, has her
coffin featuring her collection of
dons as the main feature.
Davis and his partner. Albert

Sperath. have started a business
of building coffins as to the
specifications and items of the
customers. This included one for
a person featuring his work as
a Santa Claus.
Mancil Vinson. vice president,
presided in the absence of Heloise
Roberts, president, who wa s isiting her son and family in Germany.
Reports were gis en ts Dr.
Ruth Cole. secretary, and Naomi
Roper, treasurer.
The chapter Vk ill - meet Tuesday at the Green Horse Cafe for
lunch at 11:45 a.m. and the program at 12:15 p.m. All members and interested persons are
invited to attend.

BIRTHS
Devin Bradley Camp
Mr. and Nlr, Michael James Camp of Kitk,c. ate the parents of
a son. Devin Bradley C.imp. born on Friday. Jan. S. 1999. at 9:13
a.m. at Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed - five pounds 1-0 ounces and measured 19 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Nathan Michael Camp. A brother is
Nathan Michael Camp.
Grandparents are Randy and Debra Shekel! of Murray and Lexell
and Barbara Camp of Kirksey.

Every Friday Night

Et I NI4DGEN•Co
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* S1.000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve Weeek

*Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181

grENE
As a Financial Consultant
with Hilliard Lyons, I know
that each investor is different. I believe in a personalized one-to-one relationship
that results in a working
partnership.
I'll take the time to ask
questions and to understand your financial needs,
investment goals, and risk
tolerance. Only then will I
present investments I
believe are appropriate for
you. I'll work closely with
you to help you select the
best investment plan to
meet your needs and
achieve long-term financial
success.

The wedding of Bridgette
Lynne Taylor and Matthew
William Garrison will be Saturday. Jan. 30, 1999, at 6 p.m. at
Smith Street Church of Christ,
South Fulton, Tenn.
Parents of the bride-elect are
Ms. Linda Taylor of Fulton and
Terry Taylor of South Fulton.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Pennell of South
Fulton, the late Lyndal Hicks of
Water Valley, and Mrs. Alice Taylor and the late William Taylor
of South Fulton.
The groom-elect is the son of
Ms. Frances Garrison and Wayne
Garrison of Murray. He is the
grandson of Frank Wells and the
late Dixie Wells and of Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Garrison, all of Murray.
JAAIDS.Liftis will perform the
double ring ceremony. Music will
begin at 5:30 p.m.
Jennifer McConnell and Sarah
Brown, both of South Fulton,
will be matrons of honor. Bridesmaids will be Courtney McCoy
and Tiffany Cunningham, niece
of the groom-elect, both of Murray, and Brittany Bean, Sedalia,
Heather Hulin, Hickman, and Jennifer DeMarsh, Louisville, sorority sisters of the bride-elect.
Callie Garrison, niece of the
groom-elect. Murray, will be
flower girl.
Justin Phillips of Murray will
be best man. Groomsmen will

be Mike Garrison and Mark Garrison, Murray, brothers of the
groom-elect, Clint Harris, Spring-,
field, and Trent Gibson, Murray,
fraternity brothers of the groomelect, and Chad Taylor, Fulton,
brother of the bride-elect and fraternity brother of the groom-elect,
and Justin Taylor, Fulton, brother of the bride-elecl.
Ring bearers will be Conner
Hicks, Water Valley, cousin of
the bride-elect, and Hunter Garrison, Murray, nephew of the
groom-elect.
Ushers will be Adam Hicks,
Water Valley, cousin of the brideelect, and Todd Earwood, Brad
Kelly and Shawn Smee, all of
Murray and fraternity brothers of
the groom-elect.
Presiding at the register will
be Kristina Cassens, South Fulton, cousin of the bride-elect.
Handing out thank you scrolls
and programs will be Leigh Ann
Shelton, Clinton, and Kim Kyle,
Nashville, sorority sister of the
bride-elect.
A reception will follow in the
annex of the church'.
Serving at the reception will
be Amy Britt and April Lynch,
South Fulton, and Sara Fitts and
Lorrie Ham, Murray, and Melony Bray, Paducah, sorority sisters of the bride-elect.
All relatives and friends are
invited. to attend the wedding and
the reception

Philpot presents lesson
The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club heard
a lesson on "Handmade Greeting
Cards" at its last meeting.
Lou Ann Philpot, secretary of
the department, presented the lesson. She showed various greeting
cards she had made.
Co-chairmen of the department
are Lee Ann Taylor and Annie
Knight.
Norma Paschall is vice chairman and Toni Hopson is treasurer.
Hostesses were Eva Morris, Virginia Ellis and Jo Crass.
The department will meet Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house.
Names will be presented for
membership.
The lesson on "Silk Ribbon
Embroidery- will be conducted by
Angela Massey.
Hostesses will be Vicky Holton,
I.eah Furst and Teresa Butler.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Another special event now being held in Murray each year
is the Burns Night Supper to be Feb. 6 at the Murray Woman's
Club House at Vine and South Seventh Streets.
Sponsored by the Caledonian Society of Murray, this will be
the seventh year the group celebrates the birth of Scottish poet
Robert Burns. Robert Valentine will be master of ceremonies.
Performers will include "Scottish dancers and a piper from
Nashville, a Celtic band from Paducah and Steve Ross of Spinners! will tell stories in the Scots tradition," according to Sue
Conover, society member.
Reservations are required and can be made by contacting
the Caledonian Society at 753-5225 or 436-5344, or at the Murray Tourism Commission at 759-2199 or 1-800-651-1603.

Need Line needs pantry items
Need Line has issued a list of needs for the pantry and supply
room to help meet the needs of clients. Pantry items needed include
cereal, dried beans, spaghetti, tuna, canned meats and rice. Supplies needed include shampoo, detergent, bleach, and large disposal diapers. Any one having any items to donate please bring to the
Need Line office, located on the bottom floor of Weaks Center or
call 753-6333.

Red Cross plans class
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The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
offer. a Community First Aid and Safety Class Feb. 1 and 8 from
6 to 10 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center. This includes a certification in adult, child and infant CPR as well as one in first
aid. Interested persons must register at the Red Cross office located on the second floor of the Weaks Center. For more information call 753-1421.

4-H meetings today
Three local 4-H Clubs will hold meetings today (Thursday). The
Southwest Superstars will meet in the Science Lab at Southwest
after school until 5 p.m. The Calloway County Middle School Club
will meet after school in Ms. McDaniel's room. The East Clovers
4-H Club will meet in the cafeteria at East after school until 5
p.m.

4-H applications due by Friday
The 4-H American Heritage Applications for high school students for the Washington, D.C. trip April 2 to 10 are due to the
UK Cooperative Extension Service, Calloway County office by Friday. The total cost of the trip will be $630. Partial scholarships
are available.

Federation of Blind will meet
The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet
Friday at 6 p.m. in the United Way Board Room of Weaks Community Center. Members and interested persons are asked to call
President John Glisson at 753-1161 for more information.

MES Council to meet today
the Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today (Thursday) at 4 p.m. in the counselor's office.
Eleanor Mills, principal, urges all interested persons to attend.
Lou Ann Philpot shows cards
to the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
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NARFE Chapter will meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at the Green
Horse Cafe. Matthew H. Hale, CPA with 'Thurman, Martin, Colson
and Hale will be the speaker.
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Murray High School Speech
Team competed in the Russellville
Invitational Speech Tournament Jan.
16.
Several
Murray
members
advanced to the final round of
competition and placed as follows:
Drew Thompson, fourth, and
Wesley Hart, first in Humorous
Interpretation;
Elizabeth Miller, sixth, Katie
Alcott, fourth, and Emily Noble,
first in Dramatic Interpretation;
Matt Jackson and Jason Bright,
fourth in Duo Interpretation;

Jessica Worful, fifth, and Sarah
Quertermous, first in Original Oratory;
Christina Sames,third, and Brandon Kellie, second in Extemporanous Speaking;
Ellen Gingles, third in Impromptu Speaking;
Katie Alcott, second in Solo
Acting.
Murray High placed third in overall sweepstakes.
The team will next compete at
the Greenwood Invitational in Bowling Green on Jan. 23.
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Tracey West
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World Champion Rodeo will be Friday and Saturday at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center. The IPRA sanctioned rodeo is being
sponsored by the Calloway County Disaster Emergency Services
(DES) who has sponsored the event for the third year. The gates
will open at 6 p.m. and the show will start at 8 p.m.

Murray High team
wins at Russellville
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Rodeo Friday and Saturday

Court Square • Murray
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Arts
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Renaissance
celebration
to be hosted
A celebration of the Renaissance will be hosted at the Johnson Theatre in Murray State University's Fine Arts Building with
the appearance of the Rickards
Linell Duo Jan. 26 at 7 p.m.
The concert is the third major
attraction in Murray Civic Music's
40th anniversary season which has
been called "A Season of Dreams:
Elegance, Romance and Fantasy."
Steven Rickards, world famous
countertenor, and .Dorothy Linell.
master lutenist, combine their musical talents with authentic costume
and compositions to re-create 15th
century Renaissance in England.
Italy and Spain. The Duo's repertoire also includes period folk
songs of the Americas and British
Isles.
They have toured extensively
through the United States, Central
America, Europe and Australia and
have completed significant recordings in their field of musical expertise.
The Rickards Linell Duo is a
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Bluegrass concert scheduled
Fantastic bluegrass music will
once again fill the air in Murray
as another great lineup of talented musicians have been booked
for the 4th Annual WKMS Front
Porch Bluegrass Concert.
Set for 7 p.m. Jan. 23 in Murray State's Robert E. Johnson Theatre, the event will feature Nickel Creek with Chris and Scott
Thile, and Sean and Sara Watkins;
Dan Knowles and his Hot Band
including special guest Josh
Williams of Benton; and Amanda
Davis and Danny Martin.
Nickel Creek's repertoire of original music presses the boundaries
of tradition, criss-crossing string
band genres and blending tones
and textures to create a unique

Murray Civic Music Association presents the Rickards Line I
Duo concert Jan. 26 at 7 p.m. in Murray State University's
Johnson Theatre.
major cultural offering by MCMA,
in conjunction with MSU, during
the 1998-99 concert series.
It should be noted that the per-

Arts play an important role in our
community.
Murray Civic Music Association, the
Playhouse in the Park, the Murray Art
Guild and the Wrather. West Kentucky
Museum are only a few of the many
examples of artistic endeavors in Murray and Calloway County.
Last year, our local community began
a special event called Arts on the Square
AMY WILSON
that links the arts and business communities.
As a local business and one that is heavily involved in the arts,
the Ledger is making changes with the Arts Page' to better reflect
what is happening in our area.
This page, which appears each Thursday in the Ledger, is geared
specifically for items relating to arts and entertainment. We want
to hear from you, especially if you answer "yes" to any of the
Following questions:
• Do you have an arts event scheduled?
• Do you know someone who has a special artistic talent? This
would include writers, painters, vocalists, dancers, etc.
• Do you have a special interest in a topic involving arts or
entertainment?
Call me today at 753-1916, ext. 27.
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Campus Lights features
popular fairy-tale musical

Retired
Green
Colson

The 62nd production of Cam- scholarship awarded to an enterpus Lights will feature the musi- ing freshman.
Tickets for the show are $5 for
cal comedy, 'Once Upon a Mattress," a fun and whimsical fairy adults and $3 for students and
tale set to music that both chil- senior citizens. Tickets can be purdren and adults can enjoy on Jan. chased at the door or reserved in
28 -31 at Murray State Universi- advance.
Each night will feature recogty's Lovett Auditorium.
The play was first introduced nition to different groups. "Orgaon Broadway in 1959 and starred nization and Residential College
Night" will be held Jan. /8; "Greek
Carol Burnett.
Known as the "Oldest Running Night" Jan. 29;"Alumni Night,"Jan.
Musical in the South," Campus 30, will include a reception for
Lights is an entirely student-run the classes of 1959 and 1979 and
and produced show featuring the "Family Day" will he held Jan.
31 when the poster contest wintalents of MSU students.
Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha ner will be recognized.
Show dates and times are Jan.
Iota, the two music fraternities on
campus, in conjunction with the 28-30 at 8 p.m. and Jan. 31 at 2
music department, present a new p.m. For more information or tickshow every year to help raise et reservations, call (502) 762funds for a four-year, full-tuition 4288.
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formance will be in the Johnson
Theatre rather than Lovett Auditorium, the usual location for such
concerts.

Company to
hold dance
auditions
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will conduct auditions
Jan. 23 for the upcoming spring
production tour of JEWELS.
The auditions are scheduled from
noon until 3 p.m. at The Centre
Of Dance located at 114 S. Fifth
St. on the courtsquare in Murray.
JEWELS is composed of choreographic styles which interpret
emeralds, rubies, sapphires and
diamonds.
Dancers ages 9 and older are
encouraged to audition.
"The advantage to this ballet
is that there are no specific roles,
therefore every dancer who auditions will be, cast," said JPDC
Artistic Director Karen Balzer."The
choreography will be designed to
display the talents of our regional dancers."
Those who audition should dress
in appropriate dance attire. There
is a $15 audition fee payable to
JPDC.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is scheduled to perform
JEWELS at Murray Middle School
April 17 at 7 p.m. and April 18
at 2 p.m. and Mayfield Middle
School April 30 and May 1 at 7
p.m. Dancers will receive a tentative rehearsal schedule at auditions.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is West Kentucky's
regional non-profit touring dance
company and has been in existence since 1991 providing performances and workshops throughout the eight county Jackson Purchase region.
JPDC is funded in part by the
Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency.
For more information concerning the audition, rehearsals, or performances of JEWELS, contact
Balzer at (502) 7670179.
UI
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BRANDON AUTO WORLD

BILLS?

121 By Pass • Murray
753-5315

CONSOLIDATE
•Drain & refill transmission with approved
lubricant
•Adjust throttle valve cable & linkage (if required)
*Check transmission operation
•Replace filter
•Coupon Expires: February 15, 1999

NO EQUITY REQUIRED
Homeowners Only

1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Website
www.nationwidelending.com
PON•IAC

-

The event, an opportunity for
bluegrass performers to get together for WKMS, will be emceed b.v
Music from the Front Porch host
John McMillen along with WKMS
announcer Molly Melson.
The Robert E. Johnson Theatre
is adjacent to the entrance of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center, just north
of the intersection of 15th and
Olive streets in Murray. Tickets
at $6, are only available at the
door.

O•chernotoia

•.'. • # •.;

szb-I-L14*
'"<t•

.",

the shows managing director/producer. "We'll even have an opportunity to ask the audience members to second guess the playwright and see if they can solve
the mystery."
The show takes place on a private island seven miles off the
Mississippi Coast. The cast includes
five characters who come to the
island to work on a film. Further
clues about the show are hidden

in the smoke and reflected in the
mirrors.
"Smoke and Mirrors" is directed by Stacey Stratton, with special arrangement with Samuel
French, Inc. of New York City.
Performances of the show will
be Jan. 22-23 and Feb. 12-13.
Curtain' time is 7:30 p.m. in
Meeting Room A at the park with
admission of $10 per person which
Includes desserts and beverages. For
reservations, call 502-436-2399.

ESTWAY

FURNITURE 8 stArrans
302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, Ky.

1011111:
MONDAY. FRIDAY
8:30- 5:30
SATURDAY
8:30- 5:00

YEAR END <
CLEARANCE

BELIEVE IT
BECAUSE IT'S TRUE
NOTHING HELD BACK
FIRST C
FIRST SERVED

Entire Stock o
ng Roo
Ceal0
g Room S
edroom S
Box Sprin

tresses

Bunk Beds
Coffee S End Tables
Curios
Recliners
Entertainment Centers
Lamps
Gun Cabinets
Sectionals
Glider Rockers

No Special Orders - No C.O.D.'s
Merictaaudise Must Be Removed From
Store Within 72 Hours

no
sT
WA
Y
FURNITUR
E B MATTRESS

302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton. Ky.

13111(

.

•

"Smoke and Mirrors" is now
showing at Kenlake State Resort
Park.
The show, which is being produced by Twilight Cabaret Productions, Inc. and the park .are
partnering to bring area theatregoers
this exciting and funny mystery.
"This is a great opportunity to
get together with friends and have
dinner at the hotel, go to the show
and have dessert during our intermission" said Shirley T. Johnson,

HURRY! - Only A Few Days Left

Transmission Service

$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo

Capping off the night of fine
musicianship will be Amanda Davis

and Danny Martin. Both talented
musicians, Davis and Martin have
a vast repertoire of songs. Davis.
only 17, has performed at several festivals including the 1996 Hot
August Blues Festival.

'Smoke and Mirrors' now showing

Editor's /Vote:

). The
thwest
I Club
'lovers
intil 5

and recognizable style ot their
own. Influences that range from
bluegrass to jazz, Celtic to classical, western swing to alternative
rock all come together in their
music.
Both as a group and individually, Nickel Creek has already established itself through national television, festival appearances, and
competition awards - yet i three
quarters of the group is under 20
years of age.
The second featured performers of the evening will be Dan
Knowles and The Hot Band including Josh Williams of Benton.
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At
• 6:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
• Ages 6 weeks - 12 yrs.
• Structured activities for 3 & 4 year olds
• After School Programs
• Reasonable rates
• Quality programs for 2 year olds
Owners - Robert &
Linda Kilpatrick

UK Apparel • Gifts • Accessories
Children's Books• Cards & Gifts
Gaither Videos
Plus An Exclusive Line of UK
Memorabilia
98-'99 Media Guides
Murray State Collectible Car Bank

1503 Stadium View Dr.
753-9356

BEANIE'
Babies
Buddies
Atucs
Plush

Court ,Siivare • Murray • 753-7222

Shane Lee Outlet
(formerly Bold Liquidators)

Get your Gem Stone Hair
Clips for Prom While
Supplies Last!

•Gently i
• Baby ,
• Da;
•• Chii
Women

2
._.
co
.c

C-)

.c

Hours: Close
Pu
200 N. 4th S.

s

Swings

HHe
Jerry
ii...., Hea

Fashion

Movement Hair Clips

Cradl e g

Bibles • Books• Banks• Beanies

Your Complete
Gift Headquarters"

NOW AVAILABLE

1/1

e goohrnaRli

likPPLE TREE
SCI4001

Great Styles!
Great Service!
Great Prices!

Lowest
Price in town
on Invisible

Necklace
$900

13mie

CA114.7 4 PLOW
el:n.4111416

ama
l

EVERYE

1
LAD & LASSIE :

s
3

Personalized Service

*Baby Registry *Children's Apparel

Tom Taylor Rd.

Starting with preemie Up to size 16

50%-60%

Knight's

q=L-LrC

15
Keep fa
.

Off Throughout
The Store!

753-7670

753-3456

Southside Manor

Central
Shopping
Center

,

403 Tom Taylor Rd.• 502-753-7728

1

Quilting Service
"We Can Quilt Your Tops"
Starting at$25.00& Up
Full Line ofSupplies Available
Fabric • Batting • Backing • Threads • HOBBS* Batting
• 100% Cottom or Poly
Binding Services Available

Delivering
The Best
Pizza In
Town

753-34414
95 Chestnut St.

![-IcAt01

Honest.

(across from Ryan Milk)

•
eiZie./W

"Home of Design.A-Quilt"

Murray, KY
www.designquilt.com

A

For

Coming Soon!Grandma's Are Special Club.
Hazel, Ky.

in!

Jg

MO

Murray

rollers

Heat
Servic

Knights Carpet &
Floor Covering

Over 30
Years
Installation
Experience

• Sat. 11
t. • Mtn.]

Qualit
MI/ Sales —
402 Pine Street
KYLICM0
Murray

You can look from Ito Z but you
won'tfind any better quality and
service than Knight's.
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VIDEO St.

•
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A-Plus Realty
403 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071
753-3100
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
303 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
753-1492
Coldwell Banker
Woods & Associates
Murray, KY 42071 • 753-1651
Coleman Real Estate
108 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
753-9898
Greys Properties
1300 Johnson Blvd. , Murray, KY
759-2001

're El
;tate

Koppez
711 Mai
753-122
Mur-Cs
1113 Sy
753-444
Olive 13
300 N.
767-990
West K
1315 lkit
759-116
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,
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II

West Kentucky
Properties

6.95
fors
2 Days
for
& Keep
Ask about our

TANNING SPECIAL
We have one of the largest
selections of

DVD • PSX • N64

VIDEO GOLD
1206 Chestnut St.• Murray •759-4944

••••••-•••••

Call Steve Durbin

Broker/Owner

759-1161
Outside Calloway County
Call

800-755-1236
1315 Main St.• Murray
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0
o
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Brakes • Shocks
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0
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0
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[ours: Close
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Used & New
Equipment
rice wear
Wren's &
's Apparel

THE DUGOUT

Excellent Service

632 S. 4th • Murray • Fax/Tel. 753-2744
"Buy,Sell, Trade"

Going On Vacation or a Long Trip?
Avoid those costly and time consuming delays,
by getting your car inspected before departure.

We Check:

Sports

'Exterior ftems "Interior Items
'Under Vehicles •Underhood Items
'Engine Drive Train 'Road Test
'Scope Test'Electrical Test

Cards

4741AutoCarel

d Thurs.• Mon.-Fri. 10 am-5
• Sat. 10 am-3 pm
it. • Murray, KY • 759-01446

ww. Center

M, T, TH 2:30-7:00 p.m., Fri. 2:30-6:00 p.m., Sat. 10:00-5:00 p.m.
Closed Wed. & Sun.
e-mail www.KYDugout@aol.com

Cribs

trollers

"The oldest
independent repaor
Shop in Murray'

W.P•staP Guam, NAM Pao.

your
appointment 753-6831
Call NI

619 S. 4th St.• Murray

Invisible Fencing® dogs love to

rry
He

umphreys
ing 8 Air

Qualit
Bales —

Heating & Cooling
Service — Installation

play at home.
We offer a "Family ofSystems" that fit both your
yard and your budget.

11

i
(t
, A
\1l
\J/
—
Visit us at the --'- HOME SHOW
2Oth&2lst
21st Booth 4

et

INVISIBLE

LIA

PE TCONTAINIAENT

*Lifetime Warranties
*Professional Installation
•Prompt on-site service
•Over 20 years experience
•Veterinarian approved

898-4271 or 1-800-758-8538

KYLICM0-,

Need Work? Need Workers?

NEW & USED

EVERY

Keep'to

VIDEO SI

IIIIE

We
'eal El

{Y 42071
,bs
KY 42071

1-1651
, KY 42071

TER3APIN STATION

MY SPECIAL
11 Movies

2 days

(502) 753-8926

Sun.-Thur.
10-11
Fri. &
Sat.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
753-1222
Mur-Cal Realty
1113 Sycamore, Murray, KY 42071
753-4444
Olive Branch Realty
300 N. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071
767-9900
West KY Properties
1315 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
759-1161

irray, KY
10••••11

•••••rwaory

ii

$2-130
1
I

$IAM
OFF ANY

II
I1

OFF ANY

Cassette • Poster • T-Shirt

1
1
i

Serving Murray & Surrounding Areas
"Full Service Agency"

iiSingles - Maxies & Sale Items Not Included i1

New or Used CD

Ex)ires 2-4-99

Al I.

Temporary & Permanent Positions
'Secretarial • General Office/Bookkeeping •
Receptionist • Computer Operators • Etc.

a

Check Out Our New and Used Selections
Special Orders and Trade-Ins Welcome
Best Selection! Low Prices!

EALTORS
're Realtors
;tate Is Our Life

INC.

r

1

IPER STORE

The "Extra" Advantage in Murray

920 S. 12th St.• Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

F•95

For

Office Extras, Inc.

7 Day Service
1303 Clayton Rd., Murray

Jeanne Fleming, President

753-5650

Sewing Machines

ck
.,..__7erry. .3 4.6ppecoraiing

Sales • Service

• Pittsburgh Paint • Rez Stains • Designer
Wallcoverings CI Fabrics • Custom Blinds
• Carpet(1 Vinyl • Ceramic Tile fl Hardwood
Floors • Furniture U Decorating Accessories
• Wicker • Lamps & Tables

IV COMM ....products
like this at
Memory Craft 9000
great prices!
NEW HOME

The Memory Craft 9000, like other Memory Craft models, is
recognized throughout the sewing industry for ease of operation and precise stitching. All sewing functions are easy to
access via the extra-large Visual Much Screen. And the
Memory Craft 9000 remembers your stitch combinations so
you don't have to.

„

NJ'

,
2
4
)

95 Chestnut St. (across from Ryan Milk)
753-3444 • Murray, KY
www.designquilt.com

St (Exhaust)

Decorating Center
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center • Hwy.641 S., Murray • 753-3321

ZOOM INTO...

YMCA

"We Honor Competitors Coupons"

JOin
Nasal

Can 'ati)112
omplete E
;• Shocks

Exit
Years Expo

S. 12th

i3-88

Appointment Not Needed

aust Systems
Oil, Filter & Lube

10 MINUTE OIL CHANGE
Brake Service • Cooling System Service
• TranServe Automatic Transmission
Fluid Change
'Your Choice.' 12 Major Brands of Oil

tint
We build strong kids, strong families,
strong communities.

ience"
L.

759-1529

209 N. 12th St.• Murray • 759-YMCA
1510 Chestnut St.• Murray • 753-0228

Tour Exhaust System Spec:aloe

Five Points, Murray

1
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Lady Racers seek to
continue momentum

MSU's Anderson
aware of TSU's
athletic ability
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Tevester Anderson isn't taking
Tennessee State's so-so 7-8 overall record and 4-4 Ohio Valley
Conference mark lightly.
Anderson's Murray State Racers, riding atop the OVC at 8-0,
along with a 16-2 overall record,
- host TSU tonight at 7:30. Murray
State owns the nation's longest
homecourt winning streak at 37
games.
"Tennessee State is a sound team,
and their record doesn't indicate
what, kind of team they have,"
Anderson said. "They've played a
tough schedule and they've lost
some games that they had a chance
to win."
Tennessee State has faced both
Tennessee and Kentucky and lost
both, falling to the Volunteers 91-,
69 in Knoxville, Tenn., and lamg. to Kentucky 97-47 in Lexington.

Within the conference, the Tigers
own home wins over Eastern Illinois and Tennessee Tech and road
wins at Austin Peay and Eastern
Kentucky.
TSU is coming off a 74-64 win
over Tech Saturday in Nashville,
Tenn.
"Tennessee State is always dangerous," Anderson said. "They're
a good rebounding team and they're
probably the most athletic team
in the conference. They also score
really well, they shoot well and
they play good defense. They're
a strong team."
While the Racers lead the conference in both scoring (79.2 points
per game) and rebounding (41 per
game), Tennessee State is close
behind in both categories, averaging 70.7 points (third in the OVC)
and 40.9 rebounds (second).

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Aubrey Reese (right) averages 14.9 points
per game and leads the OVC in assists at 5.44 per game.

•See Page 11

Tennessee State, meanwhile, is
8-7 overall and one spot ahead of
Murray State in the OVC standings. The Lady Tigers are comBy MARK YOUNG
ing off a 56-55 win over TenSports Editor
nessee Tech Jan. 16 in Nashville,
With two wins in their last Tenn.
three games, the Murray State
"Tennessee State is very athLady Racers hope to keep pace letic, probably the most athletic
in the Ohio Valley Conference as team in the conference," said Murthey host Tennessee State tonight ray State coach Eddie Fields.
at 5:30.
"They're very aggressive with their
MSU (4-12, 3-5 OVC)has wins press, and that's where they get
over Morehead State and Eastern most of their offense, from tranIllinois with a loss to Southeast sition baskets off turnovers."
Missouri in its last three conferIndeed, TSU leads the OVC in
ence matchups.
turnover margin, forcing 22.6 per
Fields attributes his team's recent game for a plus-4.87 margin per
improvement partly to the addi- game.
tion of point guard Eniko Verebes,
"They force people into a lot
who averages 4.5 points and five of turnovers; that's how they beat
assists per game.
Tennessee Tech," Fields said. "Tech
"With Eniko coming in, we've only had 13 shots in the second
been able to move Heather Bates half and they had 24 turnovers,
over to more of a shooting guard which is unusual for them. We'll
role," he said. "Eniko is a very have to be able to handle their
solid player who brings a lot of pressure."
that point guard mentality and
playmaker ability."
• See Page 11

Host TSU tonight
at 5:30 at RSEC

By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky, (AP) — It
was a charmed night for Tubby
Smith.
From a pregame suspension to
a midgame defensive change,everything went right for the Kentucky
coach and his seventh-ranked Wildcats, as they handed No. 6 Auburn
its first loss of the season, 72-62
Wednesday night.
With Auburn falling to 17-1.
No. 1 Connecticut (16-0) is the
only undefeated team in Division
I following the Huskies'70-68 overtime win over Miami on Wednesday.
-We can't get too low after
this loss, just like we can't get
too high after a win," Auburn
guard Scott Pohlman said. "We
know we have to come back and
get ready for the next game."
Auburn's high-impact junior college transfer, Chris Porter, led the
Tigers with 16 points but was 6of- 19 from the floor against a
physical Kentucky defense.
"We were playing a good basketball team tonight, but this loss
is still hard." Porter said. "We
now must look at our mistakes
and go from there. We will make

ourselves better as a team from
this loss."
With the win, Kentucky (16-4)
pulled even with Auburn atop the
SEC standings. Each team is 5-1
in conference play.
Smith's decition to keep center Jamaal Magloire on the bench
in street clothes, suspended indefinitely for a curfew violation and
a technical foul in a game Saturday, may have won the Auburn
game before it even began.
Suspending Magloire ended
Smith's recent experiment with a
big lineup and moved the slumping Heshimu Evans from shooting guard back •to small forward,
where Evans has said he is more
comfortable. The 6-foot-6 senior
responded by leading the Wildcats with 20 points and nine
rebounds.
Midway through the first half,
with the game tied at 13, Smith
switched from a man-to-man •
defense to a 2-3 zone. The result:
Auburn tied a season low with
62 points and finished shooting
24-of-71 from the floor (31 per-

Heshimu Evans led Kentucky
with 20 points and nine
rebounds as the 7th-ranked
Wildcats handed 6th-ranked
Auburn its first loss Wednesday, 72-62.

Rodman changes mind on retirement

Nationally-Ranked
RACER BASKETBALL
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Fulton City and Hickman County were'both winn'ers in the First
Region boys' All-A Classic
Wednesday night at the Regional
Special Events Center.
Fulton defeated Ballard Memorial 49-46 while Hickman took
out Mayfield 56-45.
Hickman County, will now face
top-seeded St. Mary Friday night at
6, followed by Fulton City against
No. 2 Carlisle County. The championship game is Saturday afternoon.

III See Page 11

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Dennis Rodman
decided he wasn't naked enough to quit
playing.
Rodman, who for years has been said
he'll strip off his clothes before leaving
the court in his last NBA game, said
Wednesday he is not planning to sit out a
year.

Fror

Fulton,
Hickman
pick up
All-A wins

UK wins battle
of SEC's best
No. 7 Kentucky
tops No. 6 Auburn
72-62 Wednesday
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The NBA's most outrageous player posted a message on his Internet site announcing he has had enough of limbo. His agent.
Dwight Manley, confirmed that the seventime rebounding champion wants to return
to professional basketball.
"I'vre been reviewing my options," Rodman wrote, "and those options still include
playing in the NBA this season with a contender. Chicago. New York and L.A. are

all cities I'd like to play in. Playing overseas could be •pretty cool, too."
Rodman announced Tuesday he would
sit out a Year as rumors spread that he
was about to he traded to the New, York
Knicks.
Rodman said he would elaborate on his
change of heart Friday night on "The Tonight
Show."
• "OK, so here's the deal." Rodman's Web

site message began. "I've had sonic long
discussions with the,people I love, the ones
whose opinions matter most to me, and
I've decided not to retire after all.
"1 know yesterday I said I was history,
and with the NBA lockout and everything
going on. I really thought I should stop
playing."
II See Page 11
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Fulton City 49, Ballard 46
Fulton City (8-6) led 18-14
after one quarter and 29-25 at
halftime, but Ballard had tied the
game at 36 by the end of the
third period.
In the fourth, Ballard (7-5) took
a 46-45 lead with less than a
minute to go, but Fulton scored
the game's last four points for
the victory.
Duron Pettigrew led Fulton with
17 points while Ben Mitchell added
10, Cory Rose 9 and Rod Ross
eight. The Bulldogs were 20 of
50 from the floor, 5-of-15 from
3-point range and 4-of-9 at the
free throw line.
Dustin Roberts was Ballard's
only double-digit scorer with 16
points while Brian Overstreet added
nine. The Bombers were 20 of
40 from the field, 4-of-11 from
3-point range and 2-of-2 at the
free throw line.
Hickman Co. 56, Mayfield 45
Hickman County led 9-8 after
one quarter, 24-17 at halftime and
40-29 after three quarters, then
held off a late Mayfield rally for
the win.
Ben Rushing led the Falcons
with 23 points while Anthony Beard
added 22. Hickman was 14 of 20
at the free throw line.
Brent Moore paced Mayfield
with 17. The Cardinals missed
both of their free throw attempts.
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Murral St. vs. Tennessee St.
Thursday -1:30 pm at the RSEC
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Coffee Mug Giveaway from First Baptist Church of Murray=ruts
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RACERS
Ltsten on redo on VVNBS 1340 AM.
VVKMS 913 FM, Kool Fox 102 1 FM,
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Doubleheader -- lady Racers Upon vs. Tennessee St. at 5:30 PM at RSEC
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Award winners at the recent Calloway County football banquet
were (front, from left) Kevin
Burcham, Josh Smith, Micheal Downey, Josh Burchett, Eric King, Tony
Ryan, Wesley Wisehart, Caleb Smith; (back, from left) Laramie Carson, Jason
Hargrove, Matt Wyatt, Brad
Walker, Justin Morris, Daniel Garner, Chris Jones, Joe Dolchan, Patrick
Greer, Chris Thorn,
Aaron Cowan and Adam Scott.

(9.2) and Monika Gadson (7.5.).
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ond on the team in scoring at 14.3
per outing.
Anderson is keeping with the
philosophy he has preached all season, treating each of the Racers'
opponents the same.
"Anytime a team plays us either
at home or on the road, they always
play well, and Tennessee State is
no different," he said. "I expect
them to come in and play us well."
The Racers hold a one-game
lead in the conference race over
Southeast Missouri, but Anderson
knows that can disappear quickly.

The Tigers also boast the conference's leading scorer in sophomore
guard Jamie Roberts, last season's
OVC Freshman of the Year. Roberts averages 20.7 points per game.
"Roberts is a really good
player," Anderson said. "They have
a really fine backcourt(Roberts and
Brian Williams); I like the way
they play."
Jason Johnson averages 10.9
points per game and is fourth in the
OVC in rebounding at 8.7 per
game. Teammate eorey Williams
is close behind in both categories,
averaging 10.7 points and 8.1 rebounds per outing.
But Murray State is not without
some outstanding individuals of its
own. Junior forward Isaac Spencer
is fourth in the league in scoring at
17.2 points per game and is sixth in
rebounding at 7.1. Junior guard Aubrey geese leads the league in assists (5.44 per game). Reese is sec-

n Counhe First
Classic
egional

cent), while Kentucky became only
the second team this season to
outrebound the Tigers, 40-38.
"The zone made them shoot
from farther back," Smith said.
"We felt like we could contain
them inside."
Minutes after switching to the
zone, with Kentucky leading 16-13,
Smith sent freshman Desmond Allison into the game.
Allison proceeded to score all of
his career-high 10 points over
the
remaining .seven minutes of the

first half. His 3-pointer from the
right corner with six seconds left in
the half gave Kentucky a 31-22
halftime lead.
"I felt the run at the end of the
first half was the difference in the
game," Auburn coach Cliff Ellis
said.
Even so. Allison's cameo was
overshadowed by the performance
of Evans, who dominated this midseason SEC showdown.
He opened the game by taking a
pass from Scott Padgett and firing a
nothing-but-net 3-pointer from the
top of the key. Moments later, he
hit another 3 for a 6-2 lead.

don't win the game for you, so we
will have to get the job done ourselves."
Murray State leads the all-time
series with Tennessee State 21-10.
The Racers defeated TSU three
times last season, including a 92-69
victory in the OVC Tournament
championship game.

TSU also leads the conference in
offensive rebounds at 17.53 per
game.
"They do an outstanding job on
the boards, especially the offensive
end; for us to be successful, we'll
have to keep them off the boards
and limit their second and third opportunities," Fields said.
Murray State boasts two of the
top three rcbounders in the conference. however, in
Watts

"We've been doing a much better job lately of limiting other
teams' second opportunities; we've
definitely gotten better in that
area," Fields said. "We'll have to
bring that effort plus a little more
against Tennessee State."
The Lady Tigers are led in scoring by Schronda Moore at 17 points
per game. Can Hassell follows at
15.2.
Bobbi Coltharp leads Murray

At the end of the game. with
Auburn scrambling to try to get
back within reach, Evans made four
straight free throws to seal the win.
Evans finished 6-of-10 from the
floor, including 3-of-4 from 3-point
range, snapping a nine-game slump
in which he had shot 24-of-65 from
the floor and scored in double digits only once, in a loss to Duke.
That meant the return of the infectious, 100-watt smile that is
Evans' on-court trademark.
"Heshimu came out and showed
everybody that he's, still here,"
point guard Wayne Turner said.

State's offensive attack at 16.1
points per game while Heather
Bates adds 13.9, Gadson 12.8 and
Watts at 9.1.
"Even though we're playing better, there's still a lot of areas where
I feel like we can improve," Fields
said. "There are still some little
things we're not taking care of like
shot selection and getting what we
want in crucial situations. We also
need to be more aware of where the
other teams' three-point shooters
are and guard them better."

"We can't have any slipups," he
said. "We won two big games on
the road last week (at Southeast
Missouri and Eastern Illinois), and
now that we're at home we need to
play with that same intensity and at
that same level.
"We've won 37 straight at
home, but just because the game is
in our building doesn't guarantee
us anything; we've still got to
play," Anderson added. "The fans

and execute sign-and-trade deals
for Scottie Pippen (to Houston),
After going on about his sup- Lud Longley (to Phoenix) and
Steve Kerr(to San Antonio).
posed options in Chicago, New
Actually, anyone remotely faYork and Los Angeles, Rodman
miliar with Rodman's ways could
wrote:
have seen this un-retirement com"There's one thing I have aling.
ways told my fans I would do in
On Tueiday, hours after Manley
my last game that I still haven't
done. I'm sure you know what it is, said Rodman is finished with the.
but I still have to come back for at game because he wants to go to
Hollywood, Rodman backed off
least one more game so that I can
get buck naked on the court," Rod- and said he was in a state of
"limbo."
man wrote.
What remains to be seen is
Manley, who had said he would
whether anyone is willing to bend
no longer represent Rodman, said over backwards to
take another
he spoke on the telephone with the chance on him.
player for 10-15 minutes WednesManley said Tuesday there were
day.
several teams still interested in
"It's true," Manley said of Rod- signing the wacky,
37-year-old
man's change of heart. "Techni- Rodman, known
for his ferocious
cally, I'm still his agent. There's workouts, frequent
forays to Las
nothing else Fm willing to say at Vegas and an
ability to hit the
this point."
boards that led to seven straight reIf the Bulls plan to resuscitate a bounding titles.
sign-and-trade deal for Rodman,
Manley refused to elaborate on
they'll have to do so by 2 p.m. EST those possibilities Wednesday
today, when teams can start making night.
deals. Chicago is expected to re"I have nothing else to say on
nounce its rights to Michael Jordan the subject." he said.

Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

733-9627

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
stets Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Wednesday's Scores
EAST
Bucknell 63, Colgate 60
Lafayette 73, Lehigh 70
Massachusetts 63. St Joseph's 55
Richmond 66. American U 63
St John's 84. Providence 57
Xavier 76. Fordham 56
SOUTH
Cent. Florida 82. Florida Atlantic 72
Connecticut 70. Miami 68. OT
Duke 82. Clemson 60
E Tennessee St 96, Belmont 95
Florida 77, LSU 58
Florida St 74, Wake Forest 68
George Mason 77, Va Commonwealth 68
James Madison 75, William 8. Mary 59
Kentucky 72, Auburn 62
Mississippi 81. Mississippi St. 68
N. Carolina AV 73. N C Central 61
N. Carolina St. 77, Wofford 65
N C..Asheville 89, High Point 78

Wednesday's Games
Boys:
Cordia 67 Jenkins 53
Owensboro Catholic 58. Apollo 45
Pendleton Co 59, Harrison Co 58
All "A" Tournament
lit Region
Fulton City 49, Ballard Memorial 46
Hickman Co 56. Mayfield 45
5th Region
Campbellsville 88 Cavema 60

Old Dominion 76, N C -Wilmington 62
Tennessee 85, Georgia 69
Vanderbilt 77. South Carolina 66
Winthrop 81, Elon 72
MIDWEST
Akron 94, Ohio U 87
Bradley 69. Illinois St 68
Creighton 90, Evansville 80
E Michigan 56, Cent Michigan 53

•Reversible Jackets
•Warmups
•Fleece Separates
*Nylon Windwear

•UK Apparel
•V-Neck Pullovers
•All-Purpose Jackets
•Selected T-Shirts

OT
Kansas St 76. Colorado 52
Kent 68, Miami, Ohio 62
Minnesota 76, Michigan 70
Northwestern 62, Penn St 60 OT
S Illinois 64, Indiana St 63
Saint Louis 69. South Florida 60
Wis -Green Bay 60, Cleveland St 57
Wisconsin 75, Illinois 53
SOUTHWEST
Alabama 67. Arkansas 60
Nebraska 96. Oklahoma 81
Oklahoma St 75. Baylor 47
FAR WEST
CS Northndge 84, Sacramento St 68
UC Santa Barbara 78, Cal Poly-SLO

10th Region
Nicholas Co 57 Bishop Brossart 63
Pans 88. Silver Grove 56
13th Region
Corbin 76 Pineville 39
Harlan 76. Barbourville 74 01
15th Region
Allen Central 86. Feds Creek 55
Elkhorn City 59. Phelps 46
Girls
Apollo 60 Owensboro Catholic 46
Newport Central Catholic 49, Mason
Co 48

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-6
Chestnut St.
Murray
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL.

('LASSI1111).ti) RUES

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

S6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
4A(/ Ads Mai R Within 6 Ow, Period 1
S2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Lore tik.o $et 00 annum= 1st day 64 per word per st.y los each adoltional

Deadline Day & Time
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

•,

$2 111) eitira tor Shopper iTires Clas.seleds

into Shoppin Guide) $2.111

•

Frl. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tue•. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

TAK
YOt
Sch.
youi
I mrr
Ken
Trail
trica

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks• In Memory
• Happy Ads

reer

MOr.

plot
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and
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Special Price
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Notice of Application by Cumberland
Bancorp. Inc. to acquire an interest in
a De Novo Thrift

Cumberland Bancorp, Inc., located at 1001
North Street, Carthage, TN 37030, intends to
apply to the Federal Reserve Board for permission to acquire 50% of a de novo thrift.
The entity to be acquired is The Murray
Bank, which will be located at Whitnell
Street and Glendale Road, Murray, Kentucky
42071. The Murray Bank has previously
made application with the OTS for permission to organize as a federal savings bank.
The Federal Reserve considers a number
of factors in deciding whether to approve the
application, including the record of performance of banks we own in helping to meet local
credit needs. You are invited to submit comments on this application to the Federal
Reserve Bank of Atlanta, 104 Marietta
Street, NW, Atlanta, Georgia 30303-2713.
The comment period will not end before
February 22, 1999 and may be somewhat
longer. The Federal Reserve's procedures for
processing the application may be found at
12 C.F.R. Part 262. Procedures for processing
protested applications may be found at 12
C.F.R. 262.25. If you need more information
about how
to submit
Communi,ty
Reinvestment Act comments, contact Ms.
Joan H. Buchanan at (404) 589-7345. Other
questions on the application may be directed
to Mr. David W. Smith at(404) 589-7228. The
Federal Reserve will consider your comments
and any request for a public meeting or formal hearing on the application if they are
received by the Reserve Bank on or before the
last date of the comment period.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Proposed Closure of Underground
Storage Tanks
For Rudy Lovett Distributing Co., Inc.
(Murray Quick Lube)
The Kentucky Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet's Division
of Waste Management is proposing to
approve the closure of petroleum underground storage tanks for Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co., Inc. (Murray Quick Lube)
located at 16th & Chestnut Streets, Murray,
KY Calloway County. The tanks have been
removed from the site. Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co., Inc., the Owner/Operator,
has submitted documents requesting permanent closure of the UST system at the facility. A Closure Assessment Report and Closure
Classification Guide have been completed.
Petroleum hydrocarbon levels in the soil and
groundwater are below allowable levels for a
Class IV Matrix Table III, Groundwater
Table II for the site according to the
Underground Storage Tank System Facility
Classification Outline in 401 KAR 42:080.
The Cabinet proposes to accept the hydrocarbon levels that remain in the groundwater.
This tentative decision is based on a thorough review of site conditions and regulatory
requirements.
Copies of reports and related documents are
available at the Division of Waste
Management's Frankfort office. To review the
documents, contact the UST Records
Custodian at 1-800-928-4273 or (502) 5646716, ext. 647. Hearing- and speech-impaired
persons can contact the agency by using the
Kentucky Relay Service, a toll-free telecommunication device for the deaf (TDD). For
voice to TDD, call 1-800-648-6057. For TDD
to voice, call 1-800-648-6056. Upon request,
the documents can be provided in alternative
formats to individuals with disabilities.
Anyone wishing to comment on the
Cabinet's tentative decision, must do so by
February 22, 1999, the close of the 30-day
public comment period. Comments should be
submitted to the Division of Waste
Management, Underground Storage Tank
Branch. 14 Reilly Road, Frankfort, KY 40601

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
r,,I1717771,-

Beanie Baby
Attic
Treasure
Sale
at

Racer Inn
Hwy. 641 S.• Murray

Sat., Jan. 23, 1999
10:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion'?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
DAVENPORT'S
ANTIQUES
210 N. 8th, Mayfield
Booth space available.
247-7030. Yellow house
between Happy House
Restaurant & Ice House
Museum.
FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Almo Heights Formerly
Thweatt s Service Station
There s games for all ages
including pool There's
even snacks
Open every evening except Wednesday and
Sunday We even book
parties

Woodmen of
The World
sponsoring group

DANCE CLASS
Starting Feb. 1st
5 Monday Nights
7-9 p.m.

•

AIM HIGH. UP TO 9,000
enlistment bonus, if you
qualify! Air Force training
and education can help
you reach your goals. For
an information packet, call
1 -800-423-USAF or visit
www.airforce.com.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER

ATTENTION:
TRUCK
DRIVERS! No experience
needed- C.D.L. training
provided! Earn $678 a
week. No employment
contract! We need Kentucky trainees and experienced teams or singles
now! 800-616-5055.

Packages starling at $99,
14yrs experience. Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization. 753-1001.
030

Financial
55$ FOR A VARIETY- 0
long-term income streams
J G Wentworth 888-231
5375
HOME EQUITY LOANSDebt consolidation. Doublewide with land OK. Pay
off land contracts. Bankruptcies. Slow credit OK.
Apply by phone. Black Diamond Mortgage, 888395-1115
REFINANCE FAST! Overthe-phone! Need second
chance? Credit problemsBankruptcy- ForeclosuresOK! Starting under 7%APR. 8.973. Platinum
Capital. Nationwide Lender.
800-699-LEND.
www.platinumcapital.com
WHEN THE BANK SAYS
'NO'- Call us, Consolidate
debt 100% & 125% loans,
purchase and refinance,
turned down elsewhere?
Little or no equity, loans
for all credit. Midwest National Mortgage Banc, Inc.
Call toll free, 888-5488308.
HUD
License
#72840-00005, HUD License #11501-00003

Woodmen Bldg.
Thu mans of Murras
will teach social &
swing dancing.
Members $10
refundable fee
Non-Members $30
per person
To Register:
753-5950 or 753-4377
HOUSE of Clothes. 5
miles west of Kirksey Hwy
464
Womens
Winter
Clothes 2 for $1.00.
489-2243
LP Gas Refill Special
Thru January 20Ib cylinder $5.95, 100lb cylinder
$27.95 with ad B&B Brokers, 701 S 12th '753-4389
NEW 10016 L.P. gas cyl.
B&B Brokers 753-4389

NOW OPEN

and Foiaxl
LOST Large spayed fe
male Chocolate Lab, hal
collar, answers to Moose
11yr old family pet Los
from 602 Main. Call
759-4730

AUTOMOTIVE
•
TECHNICIANS
Immediate openings. Must
have own tools, Ideal candidates will be ASE certified. Rate based on experience, 401(k) plan and
benefits. Apply to Terry
Mooney. Service Manager,
Peppers Chevrolet- Oldsmobile- Cadillac- Toyota,
2420 E. Wood Street. Paris, TN 38242.
AVON
Eam extra income by representing the #1 cosmetics
company 1-888-669-6820.
INDSLS/REP.
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business. Work
flexible hours. Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll free
888-942-4053.
BE YOUR OWN BOSSSet your own working
hours. Get paid what
you're worth. If you like
people and are sales oriented, take a look at this,
We offer: training, benefits,
no cold calls, high commissions. Call Bob Taylor,
888-340-3242,
Monday
thru Friday for personal interview.
DRIVERS, Averitt Express, straight pay, no
gimmicks! Start up to 32c
a mile, top at 35e in as little as 24 months. Terrific
family benefits. Home
weekly! 888-WORK-4-US,
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Crass)

.mtm.was
i1

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Price
-Norwalk -Stanley'Hooker
Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski •Restonic -Basset -Kesler

L./ lf.„..

911."-,..

103 S.
3rd St.

Downtown
Murray

Free
Financing

Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare
Leigh Knight, CE
.Free Consultation
•Spectailaing In Electrolysis,
Thermorysis is Bien('
Located in Walnut Plaza
104 N.5th St,'Suite 203
753-5900

.4„

'9
"
STOP

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and
Sales

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

112 So 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone:753-6910

Available Thru Age 84.

Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care ,
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever

For free
Information call:

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

NOW OPEN: Judy's Ceramics Rte. 299 & Washer
Rd. Phone 489-6176. Register now for classes.
Cleaning, painting, etc.
PIROUETTE FASHIONS
Alterations & custom sewing. 767-0579

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tee local claim service'

I' ALPINE.

(oxide.
rcaEsisd
clarion' Car

•
NiCkfOld

io

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

BRANCH MANAGER
Manpower
Temporary
Services is interviewing for
an office in Murray. We
are a 50 year old international company & the Largest Temporary service in
the world. This is a career
opportunity offering the following benefits.
'Health/ Major Medical
Insurance
*Dental Insurance
*Life Insurance
*Tuition Reimbursement
'Short & Long Term
Disability Insurance
*Matching 401K
'Stock Purchasing Plan
'Business Expense
Reimbursement'
All insurance is 100%
Company paid. The ideal
candidate will have a successful history in sales
with outside sales experience preferred. A degree
or business equivalent is a
must. Positions are salaried plus a percentage of
profits. Starting range in
the mid twenties.
Fax or mail resumes to:
District Manager
3555 Park Plaza Dr.060
Paducah, KY 42001
(Deadline for resumes
Jan. 27th)
Fax: 502-443-5011

CHECK advance company
seeking part time employee. Customer service &
computer skills required.
Needed ASAP. Mon-Fri,
27hrs/wk. Please send resume to: Manager, PO
Box 976, Mayfield, KY
42066.

DRIVERS AND TEAMS:
Starting pay up to 37c a
mile. Assigned freightliner
conventionals, improved
speed stance, excellent
miles, time home every 710 days in most areas and
more! Experienced drivers
call Heartland Express tollfree 877-763-7483. Owner
Operators ask about 880 a
mile. Call toll-free 877634-8776. EOE.
DRIVERS, NEW
PAY
PACKAGE- Home every
weekend. Company drivers. Start .32c a mile (Includes .03c bonus). Free
insurance. Excellent benefits. Owner operators, .82C
a mile (Includes .02c bonus). Paid fuel taxes and
tolls. Insurances available.
EPES Transport, 800-9486766.
DRIVERSOver
The
Road, 35 states Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience. Start .300-.33c a
mile + benefits. Call 800444-6648. $1,250 Sign-on
Bonus.
DRIVERS- Owner Ops
feel like you're in neutral?
No Canada, NYC and NE,
Minimum 23 year with 1
year OTR CDL wMazmat.
Paschall Truck Lines. 800848-0405.
DRIVERS/ OTR- No New
York City, No Northeast/
Canada, no loading or unloading. Min. 23 1 year
with 1 year OTR CDL with
Hazmat. Paschall Truck
Lines 800-848-0405.

FREE TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING- With no contracts or paybacks, no
COMPANY
DRIVERS, pressure, honest answers.
OWNER OPERATORS Call now 800-865-7284.
Start today! On the spot
FULL-TIME and part-time
hiring. Free plates, perpositions now available at
mits, insurance. No force
Sandwiches.
Subway
dispatch. No touch freight.
Please apply in person,
Call 888-299-7283.
508 N 12th Street, Murray.
COOK, full-time, prefer exGYMNASTIC
instructors
perience, but will train
good cook who will enjoy needed for gymnastic
working with the elderly. school in Paducah, KenPleasant
atmosphere, tucky. Part-time work in afgood working conditions. ternoons. 502-443-1730.
Apply in person only. Fern NOW hiring waitresses &
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Sta- dancers at the Foxy Lady,
dium View Drive. EOE
Paris, TN. For more information call 901-642-6177
work
at
CUSTODIAN to
or 901-644-0107. No exLand Between The Lakes
perience necessary.
in the Golden Pond area.
NOW taking applications
Hourly position- no beneat Breaktime Billiards, 94
fits. $7.55 per hour. About
East. Apply in person.
24-32 hours per week.
759-9303.
Send resume to: Manager,
Business Support, 100 OPTOMETRIST practice
Van Morgan Drive, Golden seeking full-time employee. Receptionist position
Pond, KY 42211.
DETECTIVE- Private In- with insurance experience
preferred. Please apply at
vestigator Trainees. Good
308 South 12th Street. Dr.
Wages. 502-327-1817.
Kevin M. Adams.
COVENANT
DRIVER
$1,000 OUR representatives earn
TRANSPORT$10
and
sign-on bonus for Exp. between
Company drivers 800-441- $20/hour. Interested 5024394, owner operators, 443-8816. Murray area.
call 888-667-3729, Bud PART time clean up workMeyer Truck Lines Refri- ers needed in Murray.
gerated Hauling, call toll $5.50/hr. Shift 9:30pmfree 877-283-6393. Solo 2:00am, 502-444-0064.
RESIDENTIAL/ recreationdrivers & contractors.
al staff to work with develCeladon
DRIVER, OTRopmentally disabled adults
Trucking. New pay packnights, weekends, holiage, teams- 44, solos
days. Wages start $6/tir.
32c. Includes bonuses,
Benefits: 401K, medical/
safety and longevity bo- dental full time employees.
hook,
nuses, 80% drop &
Apply: Community Alternano touch freight, assigned tives 6145 Symsonia Hwy,
conventional freightliners,
Symsonia, KY 42082,
miles, miles, miles, excelPhone 527-2255. Crime
lent benefits in 30 days.
checks conducted.
Celadon trucking Services,
EOEJM/F/D/V,
Inc. 800-729-9770.
SALES- CEMETERY
DRIVER- Up to $700 a Be one of the highest paid
week orientation pay. Up in America. Call 11amto 35e a mile to start! 4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.
hometime. As- SHONEY'S Inn, 1503
Great
signed, all conventional North 12th St, Murray, KY.
fleet Lease purchase op- Now accepting applications Boyd Bros 800-543- tions for housekeeping,
8923. EOE.
front desk
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Happy Sweet"
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"
Jessica Danielle Lemons
"You beautiful doll"!
Love, Mom, Dad, Brittany,
Granddadddy & Granny
-
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ADVERTISING
SALES
TAME
REPREsEN
Full-time sales position available for an
enthusiastic, highly motivated individual.
Must have sales experience and a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations,
sick days and gas allowance. Interested
individuals must send resume to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

JOB OPPORTUNITY!
Full time position available in graphic
arts. Must be proficient in Freehand,
Adobe Photoshop, Quark Xpress, and
Microsoft Excel.

1F.a

Benefits include:
•Paid holidays
'Paid vacation
•Retirement
Please send or bring resume to:

"wPeddler/ADvantage
P.O. Box 1433
110 India Road
Paris, Tennessee 38242
EOE
No phone calls, please.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at deferent ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST
age
age
age
age
age
age

50
55
60
65
70
75

AGES

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$20 64
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$1248
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

Vi

14

McCONN ELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199
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SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring Assistant Manager
We offer competitive pay,
comprehensive
health
benefits, along with a fine
working environment. Apply in person at. 926 S
12th St, Murray.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime grill cook.
Please apply in person
926 S 12th St, Murray.
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TAKE
CHARGE
OF
YOUR LIFE IN 1999Scholarships available to
young adults ages 18-24.
Immediate openings at
Kentucky
campuses.
Training in carpentry, electrical, business, health careers, auto repair and
more. GED/high school diploma program available.
Housing, meals, medical
and job placement provided. Job Corps- U.S. Department of Labor program. Call today!
800-585-4052.

ory

070

In your home, hospital or in a provided
residetitial home.
,fe

CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
CLEANING Houses. Interior Design. Landscaping.
Light
Construction
&
More!! Call 436-2299.
NOW open Munchkins
Daycare Ages 0-5
436-5671
WILL keep children in my
home in Murray area. 4
years daycare expenence.
759-4036.
120

Computers

Private Duty
Nursing
••••••

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references
if needed.

Experienced,
Certtfied, References

MOM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations. Custom built
systems to your specs. On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
742-1552
140
Want ta Buy
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
Old or New. 753-7185.

Business Rentals

18" DISH Network SateiMos, 2 ways to quality for
free satellite receiver and
dish Also, receivers starting at $99. Call 753-7419,
ask for Tony.
COUCH w/matching chair
(new condition), oak &
dark green breakfast table
w/4 chairs, Wurlitizer electnc organ, full size mattress & box springs, Kenmore 31 cubic ft. uphght
freezer, Voit Gravity Rider
(new), Amana
Radar
range microwave, fiberglass camper top (100"
long x 72" wide) fits long
wheel base Ford, Dewalt
reciprocating saw. Call after 5pm 759-4059.
EASY CREDIT COMPUTER SYSTEM- Internet
ready and K6-2, 333MHZ
processor, no
money
down, three year on-site
warranty. Apply by phone
gam-9pm MST Sonoran
Computer
Warehouse,
800-886-0839
LIGHTED jewelry cases,
checkout counters, cash
registers, shelving etc
Formerly Charlies Pharmacy 753-6496.
LOVELY Nontake China,
Rothschild pattern, 16
piece place setting, includes extra pieces, never
been used. $1000.
767-9115.
MINOLTA EP 2152 Pro
copier with document
feeder. May be seen days.
Call 753-9240.

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.

_

NEW STEEL BUILDINGS24 hour service,
Go direct and save. 4: 12;
25x30 $3,300; 25x40
7 days a week
$3,900;/ 30x40 $5,300;
35x50 $6,700; 40x60
489-2763 or
FURNITURE (Antique or $8,200; 45x80! 12,000.
489-2753
Primitive), Collectables, Others. Pioneer,
•
800-286-3196.
and other antiques, 1
BABYSITTER wanted for piece
or all. Call 753-3633. SEE us for your barn or
a 20 month old, Monday roof metal. Cut to length.
Friday and a 4 year old
Covers 36 inches, many
Friday only. Must be decolors. Economy Metal &
pendable,
responsible,
Supply Co. 489-2722.
with references in the Au- $9,000 VALUE, double
SELL YOUR ITEM
rora or Anderson Shores crypt, heart level at Murray
Have a unique/ rare item?
area. Call after 6pm 474- Memorial Gardens for
Looking for a buyer? We
9865 or leave message.
$5000. 502-436-2737.
can SELL for top $S. We
BABYSITTER wanted, 24- .87 ACRE of dark fired to- have buyers world- wide
30 hrs/week, non-smoker.
bacco base. $8,000 obo
ready to purchase. We
753-4591
489-2697
work on commission for
CHILDCARE
&
after CENTURY Deluxe fiber- you. Quick, safe, effective.
school drop offs. Meals, glass topper for short bed
Charlie's Antique Mall.
snacks, activities. Almo Chevy. Victory red, excel502-492-8175
area. 753-9077.
STORM windows, 3 track,
lent shape. 753-9850.
vanous sizes. 759-4521.
STRAW
for
sale,
$2.00/bale. 435-4113.
SWIMMING POOL DISTRIBUTOR- Must sell entire inventory of remaining
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal 1998 pools (19'x31'
0.D.)
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
Includes sundeck, fence,
& accessories in stock. Also post filter for only $888! 100%
financing and installation
frame building material.
arranged at addition cost.
800-759-6058.
Limited
Call Metal Mall,
area.
Mayfield
USED central h/a gas
pack for 1650 square foot
home. $125 753-3704
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
Auto • Home • Motorcycle • Boat
home units from $199.
Mobile Home • Business • Bonds
Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog. Call toCall Us For A Free Quote
day 800-842-1310.

Metal Roofing

for an
idual
pend-

cellen t
vision
ations,
rested

es

1-800-909-9064

IlIcKINNEYINSURANCESERVICES
104 N.4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-3500
Tracy D. McKinney, CIC, LUTCF Ashley J. Ross - Agent
Large enough to handle your insurance
needs, small enough to care.

One
and,
and

Keep your
computer in

160

FurnIal)ings
2) VERY nice oak end ta
bles & (1) oak coffee table
435-4481, leave message.
2PC living room group,
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
WHITE pedestal dining table 4 chairs, $125.
492-8446

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers, complete arrangements, honeymoon/
family cabins, breathtaking
views. Wedding arrangements 800-893-7274. Vacation lodging,
800-634-5814.
NEW LOG WEDDING
CHAPEL- Gatlinburg, Tennessee You'll save with
Winter and Valentine's
specials plus, free cakes,
videography. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free parking.
easy marriage license.
Toll-free: 877-430-3338.
WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wedding chapel offering everything for less. Special offer: Ceremony, pictures,
video, flowers- $115. Give
us a call. 800-922-2052.

280
14X70 3BR,
bath
near MSU 753-9866
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
1 bath, microwave & dishwasher. 753-9866.
1998 BELMONT, 16X80,
2+2, has Island kitchen
with D/W, glamour bath,
upgrade beige carpet, built
in hutch. Close out price +
$500.00 factory rebate @
Gateway Mobile Homes,
US Hwy 68 E, Benton, KY.
Ph. 502-527-1427.

TedardeiteWpicialist

ge

Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Mauling & Installation

210

Firsweo#

LAW01J/4RTY

FIREWOOD 767-0279

answer
f pre
&erred
foi

Register For Classes Now!
Beginners-Advanced For
Boys & Girls Ages 3 & Up
Also Offering
Cheerleeding Classes
Cull now for scheduling
Instructor: Marty McBride
87-A Spruce St., Murray • 502-759-2355

ALE
40
004
2 48
4 76
00
64

Four Star Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Vinyl Underpinning
K-Rok Underpinning
14x70 28" avg. hght. 1 pc. white rubber roots

$305.00
Combination Door

$235.00
Single Blank Door

$120.00

KY

Aluminum & Vinyl Windows

$1.69 per

SO ft

Installed

Treated Decks
w/completed handrails
6x10

$425.00

10x20 $1100.00
10x50

$2700.00

5 miles south of Murray on 541 Hwy. 502-492-8488

199

dL421E?
For professional management of your
rental property, call

David H. Miller Realty,
1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,
Residence Phone: 502-753-4573
David H. Miller. Owner/Broker

240

A EtErUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking river, Smoky Mountains, TN. Horse-drawn
carriage, cabins. jacuzzi,
ordained ministers, no
tests. Heartland 800-4488697
(VOWS).
http://www.heartlandwedding.corn.

Wholesale
Utility Sheds
(1Yd-(B

ADORABLE AND AFFORDABLE WEDDINGS.
In the Smoky Mountains
Log Chapel All services
provided. Including formal
wear, honeymoon rentals.
Ordained ministers Dollywood country. Before deciding, 800-262-5683.

..,

Special — 83I8 - '785
An sheds arc FOB site Choice of brown or ,harcoal
black shingles All exterior wood TX treated for—
weather resistance Options and pnces are asailable
upon request including windows, double doors on
eight foot wide buildings. -.en's. ramps, shelve,.
lofts
•POiril•

.

.i,.n

r/tone grith•dol

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.

•

IP IP VI

MI

,

340
Houses Foe Rent
1 BEDROOM Apt. for ren
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1403B
VALLEYWOOD,
2br, 1 bath, large closets,
kitchen/dining area, living
room, w/d hook-up, utility
area, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, carport, garage size storage building
in rear. $450/rno $450 deposit, 1 year minimum
lease, no pets. You must
care for 1/2 yard. 7533018 753-6147 leave message.
1BR apartment, $225/mo
plus deposit. No pets. 7533139.

170050 ft 3bi. I bath, w/d
hook-up, stove & dishwasher, central gas heat
and air. Deposit required.
$550/mo. 3125 Old Salem
Rd. 753-1159.

2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2-3BR, 11/2 bath, appliances furnished, dishwasher.
w/d hookup. Deposit &
lease required, no pets.
753-4181 or 489-2181.
2BR, 2 bath, 11/2 miles
from town, 121 South.
$375/mo plus deposit.
753-4549 after 5pm
2BR, gas heat, extremely
low utilities. 415 S 10th.
Call 759-4696.
2BR, southwest area.
$350/mo plus deposit, no
pets. 435-4226.
3BR in Coldwater community. Central h/ac. no
pets, references & deposit
required. Phone 489-2456.
3BR, 1 bath, w/d, refrigerator, range, carport, hardwood floors, brick, corner
lot, walking distance of
campus, deposit required.
759-9746.
3BR, I bath, with appliances, w/d hook-up, central
h/a. $430 plus deposit. references, no pets. 7531059.
3BR, 2 bath house. Located at 9909 State Route
121 N, $500/mo plus deposit. Available 2/3/99.
489-2296.
COMPLETELY remodeled
house. 3BR. 2 bath, dining
room, living room, utility,
central h/a, gas fireplace,
garage, and large storage
building. 3 miles from
town. Call 753-5719 (day)
or 753-2647 (night).
LARGE 2br, 1 bath, gas
heat, in Kirksey, farm setting. $325/mo. Call after
5:30pm. 489-2056.
NICE 3br, 2 bath with appliances, w/d hook-up,
central h/a, on quiet street.
$525 plus deposit, references. no pets. 753-1059
SMALL 2br house, 7 miles
east of Murray, Linzy
Beane residence 4362582.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Tree Trimming
Full Line of'
Stump Removal
Equipment
Hedge Trimming
Free Estimates
Licensed & insured- 24 Hr. Service

PIANO or organ lessons
Prefer older beginners and
adults. 753-1810.

VERY large bedroom in
pleasant home
Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, satellite tv
$180 utilities included
753-9211

•
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STORAGE

EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 no
deposit, No pets.
753-2905.
FURNISHED
efficiency
apt.
includes
water.
16041/2 Miller, upstairs. No
pets, security deposit required. $250/mo. 7530932 days.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2br duplex, appliances, gas heat, no pets
Lease. 1819 Ridgewood
$450/mo. 753-7457
QUIET 1br apartment
across from campus with
kitchen and living room.
Hardwood floors, ceiling
fan, large closets & w/d
access. Lease and security deposit required. No
pets. $375 month. Call
Travers at 759-2001 or
753-0653.
RED
OAKS
APARTMENTS: Make it your
home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fn.
(502)753-8668,
Equal
Housing Opportunity
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage. appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, $550/mo 1yr lease, 1
no deposit No pets 7532905
For Rent
SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE.
753-9898

753-3853
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

153-5585
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NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVATIONS!
SATURDAY, FEB. 6T11 AT 10:00 A.M.
6652 State Route 94
"Fri City, BCirmte.aclicy
Near The Intersection 01 Hwy 94 & Hwy 97
Southeast Graves County, Ky
Just A Short Drive From
Mayfield - Murray - Fultors
N,
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THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME
Gas

Central Heat 8. Air - Well Arranged
New Root it. Vinyl Trim • Outbuilding
Large Lot - Nice Shade Trees

$5,000.00 DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS! i

JAMES R. CASH
774 AUC11ONES & REAL ESTATE BROKER
J
FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466 „
C
jC
II
"THE SELLING MACHINEn

FARM AUCTION
SATURDAY, FEB. 6, 1999• 10:00 A.M.
Paris, Tn. - From Paris go Hwy. 54 west 7 miles to
Midway Rd.. turn right. go 3 miles on right. Signs
be posted.

will

Selling the farm equipment for Charles &
Rushing and area farmers.

PARTIAL LISTING
John Deere 6620 combine v.1216 platform bean
header + John Deere 440 corn header + 1996 Ford
F250 diesel. 4x4. 3x.xxx miles + John Deere 540G
10FWD with creeper, 2400 hrs.' + Holland 2 row,
transplanter w/poly tank + side boom tobacco
sprayer + side boom tobacco sprayer w/retractable
arm + M-Farmall tractor + 1972 Chevy grain truck
w/hoist and IS ft. grain bed + 1974 GMC grain truck
w/I6 ft. bed & hoist + JD 5 bottom plow, 16" + JD
four row cultivator + 1500 gal. plastic tank + foui
wheel wagon + 4 ft. Bush Hog + I.H. mixer/gnndei
+ JD 12 shank chisel plow + fertilizer spreader bugp
+ cattle feeder bunk trailer + cattle trough + hog
feeders + 2 gravity flow wagons + 14 ft cattle trailer
+ 4675 Gehl skid steer + 400 bu._Barrentine gr.o•
wagon w/auger + Kawasaki mule + 14' tye drill ss.21,
openers + 30' spray boom w/foam markers +
Vermeer M470, 4x4 cable plow + 8" grain auger -•
NH sickle mower + pond scoop + JD 170 ndin
mower 4-"posts + 2 hp. air compressor + drill pre— Lincoln welder + 14" chop saw + 6- bench grimier +
gas pressure washer + 4 ton cable come-along + 4 1/2
angle grinder + 3 ventless gas heaters, 30.000 BTi
high back western saddle (like new)+ 7 it. stainle••
steel ladder + 6 ratchet straps + hand tools & MUCH
MORE.
This sale is open for local farmers.
Announcements day of sale take precedence nser pre,musls
material Not responsible for accidents

N
N

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

pouf gim,
ClION SERVICE
PURYEkR.TENNESSEE
241411,4
LIC
rte2T
"TAYLOR MADE A t CTIOA S ARE BETTER

Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday, January 23. 1999 • 10 a.m.

At the home of the late Mrs. Sarah Davis. 511 Whitnell St.. Murray. Ky.
Real Estate sells at 11 a.m.

Real Estate: This nice 3 bedroom,2 bath - living room - eat-in kitchen - nice
side porch and deck - outside storage.
Personal Property: Tin door pie safe - hall tree - glass door china cabinet
- nice entertainment center - spindle back rocker - wall clock - some
nice
older wood lamp tables - 12/ bookcases & books - table & floor
lamps - like
new Baldwin piano - metal cabinet - pictures & frames - maple
twin bed -

night stand - 4 drawer chest - vanity - 4 piece maple bedroom suite
- hand
painted table lamps - large jewelry cabinet - blue dishes - stern
glasses
Christmas dishes - Coca Cola glasses - blue fruit jars - marbles - push
lawn
mower - extension ladder - chest freezer - 1993 SIO Chevrolet truck, low
mileage & much more. Lunch available. Not responsible for accident
s.
Terms On Real Estate: 10% down day of sale. Balance in 30
days
w/passing of deed. For more,information phone..

I

•
• •
.•

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
or Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Associate 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"Ally Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

•.

,
•

NOR To0100D
storage HAY, square bales $2 00,
presently has units availa- round bales, last
years
ble 753-2905 or 753- $1000, this years $2000
7536
Picked up 753-5940 or
436-5946
380
Pets & Supplies
LARGE round rolls of
grass hay Stored inside
AKITA puppies AKC big
$251 roll, 10 or more rolls
beautiful & loyal $200
492-8527
502-382-2214
DOG obedience classes or
ResIbIsto
private Serving Murray 17
2BR home $34,900 Cal
years 436-2858
SHELTIES AKC, (toy Col- Mike Conley at Olive
Branch Realty 767-9900
lies), sable & white
502-354-8211
ATTENTION VETERANSHome loans to purchase
or refinance 100% purchases/90% refinances up
ROLLED hay for sale $20 to $144.000 Phone Clarence Phillips Mortgage
489-2741.
Company, 931-684-1029

ESTATE AUCTION

'11•1••••"-;',
•

Livestock & Supplies

( ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

EASTSIDE

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

THREE antique kitchen
clocks. In storage past 25
years, two oak, one walnut. First $400. 753-5154.

502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

McBrides Gymnastic
Academy

(3) 2BR, 474-8027 ask for
Beverlye.

SMALL office space with
private outside entrance,
all utilities paid In Southside Shopping Center
$275 753-6612 or 7534509

1BR, near MSU, $200/mo.
2BR, 11/2 bath, furnished
Coleman RE 759-4118
or unfurnished, 8 miles
1BR, near MSU, utilities
North, $275/mo plus defurnished. Coleman RE
posit. 753-8582.
759-4118.
2BR, 11/2 baths, $260/mo
1BR, w/d, refrigerator,
753-6012
stove, dishwasher, back
EXTRA nice 2br mobile
deck,
low
utilities.
home, central h/a, all ap$335/mo. 759-2571, 559k
pliances furnished, water
2031.
paid. $310/mo. North of
2BR duplex, 2 bath, gaMurray. 759-1070.
rage, 11/2 yrs old, 903 N.
MOBILE home, 759-9730.
20th. No pets, $600/mo,
1998 BELMONT, 16x80,
NICE 14X70 2br, clean. 1yr lease. 436-2834.
3+2, has built in entertain641 South. 492-8488.
2BR, 1 bath apartment,
ment center, upgrade
mauve carpet, deluxe NICE 1993 2BR, $270/mo Wiswell Road, all appliances. Call Mur-Cal 753bath, Make bid 0 Gate- Int 492-8721
4444.
way Mobile Homes, US
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
itotale Home Lott For Rent
Hwy 68 E, Benton, KY.
central h/a, appliances furPh. 502-527-1427
,
.
.
nished, $475/mo, 1yr
1999, 28x80, 4 BED- LOT for rent 492-8488
lease, 1 mo deposit, 753ROOM Belmont. Has ap2905 or 753-7536.
pliance package, luxury
Business Rental.
2BR, central gas h/a, apbath. SAVE THOUSANDS
pliances
furnished.
because of not being com$300/mo
. Coleman RE,
pletely lot set. Contact
Office Space
753-9898.
Gateway Mobile Homes,
Various size units
3BR apartment at 703 S.
US Hwy 68 E, Benton, KY.
Walnut Plaza
4th St, good condition,
Ph. 502-527-1427.
104 N. 5th
new carpet, refrigerator &
BANK REPO- 1993 Claystove
furnished. $300/mo
753-83
02
or
ton 16X80 3br, 2 bath,
with $300 deposit. 1 year
very nice home with cen753-9621
lease. Call 753-0839.
tral air condition. $500 COMMER
CIAL
building 3BR DUPLEX, all appliandown payment with month- over
1800sq ft., 3 over- ces furnished, central
h/a.
ly
payments
approx. head doors. Location, 5
753-7947
$222/mo. Keith Baker points. More
information,
3BR, central h/a, low utilitHomes, Paris, TN. 644Rogers Enterprises
ies, walk to campus. 2
0012 or 1-800-533-3568.
753-5140
apartments available. Call
BANK REPO- 1994 BelNOW RENTING
753-8767 or 759-4696.
mont 16X80 3br, 2 bath,
Offices of various sizes 414 NORTH 8th, small 2br
nice home with central air
and prices. Furnished or upstairs apartment, gas
condition. $500 down payunfurnished, paid utilities.
heat, appliances and w/d,
ment with monthly payPROFESSIONAL
lease and deposit rements' approx. $265/mo.
BUILDING
quired. $250. 489-2741.
Keith Baker Homes, Paris,
Storage Rentals
415 S. 4th St.
4BR
apartment close to
Tn. 644-0012 or 1-800759-0633, 436-2856 eve- MSU, stove & refrigerator
533-3568.
nings.
furnished, all utilities paid.
$350/mo. 759-1070.
4BR, 21/2 bath duplex in
Fallbrook. 1 year lease, no
pets,
all
appliances
$700/mo. 753-4937 days,
8-5, M-F.
119 Main • 753-6266
AVAILABLE NOW
C-STORAGE
2 bedroom apartment, all
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
appliances included w/d. 10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
$475/mo 1 year lease.
502-753-8556
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-4573 or 767-0102.
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
753-3571
CLEAN, quiet, efficiency
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
apartment, utilities paid.
-Central Heat and Air
492-8634.
Neon Beach
DUPLEX, 2br, fully apAccepting Applications
Mimi-S
torage
plianced, fenced in yard
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
All
Size
Units
Days 753-2571 nights
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Available
759-2070 before 9pm.

Top Shape
call the

BANK
REPO1994
Southern 16X80 2br, 2
bath, clean home with central air condition_ $500
down payment with monthly
payments
approx
$222/mo. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris, TN. 6440012 or 1-800-533-3568
MOBILE HOME REPAIRS
Dealer and Factory
trained, 10yrs experience
502-753-1001
SAVE THOUSANDS, on
new 1997, 16x70, Belmont
2+2, has upgrade carpet
with deluxe bath. Close
Out prices, come see 0
Lakeland Quality Homes,
641 N., Benton, KY.
Ph 502-527-5253.
VERY nice 16x80, 3br, 2
bath mobile home, stone
look underpinning, in mobile home park in Hazel,
KY Call 800-642-4891

tong* Rental'

For Reit

r
•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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°derail

Acreage

Reel Estate

$67,500, easy terms. 7539302, must sell
54 ACRE farm, nice
house, stock barn, tobacco
barn, rental mobile home.
Southwest Marshall County. 502-527-8585.

5 TO 275 acres, owner ti
nancing possible. Coldwater 489-2116 or 753-1300

LI

no
Offered

SWIM'S Offered

By Pe

14 TRACTS OF LAND
FREE LAND LIST- Of
Tennessee Mountain and 7-12 Acres per tract Propwaterfront acreages at erty located off of Hwy 94E
bargain prices. Call Tim- onto Hwy 1551 Old Shiloh
berline of TN now 423- Rd, Redbud Lane & pro769-9713, ext. 2075.
posed new Hwy 80 For
GOLF COURSE LOTS more information please
AVAILABLE- In East Ten- view property, review postnessee! $29,900. 800-552- ed data then please call
502-441-2253.
9432 ext. 3009
KENTUCKY
LAKEFRONT15
acres,
$39,900. Lake property on
beautiful.
undiscovered
11,2 STORY 3br, 2 bath,
lake. Small town, country
double garage, all applianliving. Meadows, woods,
ces: custom post & beam,
views and sunset. 4 seawooded lot in Sherwood
sons. year round boating &
Forest $115,000 Appointfishing 800-816-5253.
ment only, 753-2494
KOPPERUD Realty has
2150SQ ft, Cape Cod on
buyers waiting to purchase
1/2 acre wooded lot, deadhomes- all pnce ranges. If
end street. 4BR, 21/2 bath,
you are thinking of selling
great room w/bay window,
contact one of our courte- view of creek/ pasture,
professional Pella windows. Sherwood
ous and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
Forest. $132,900.
by our office at 711 Main,
759-9268.
DOLLAR 3BR bnck, north distnct, in
MILLION
VIEWS!. 32 Acres $29,900 the $70's. Bnng your hors2,000 foot creekfront. Big es. 489-2550.
hardwood setting in Ten- 3BR, 1 bath, approx. 1
nessee mountains. Pnvate acre, Stella area. $67,000
access to horse trails and obo. Call after 5:30pm
stables. Great financing.
753-2278.
Call Timberline of TN now 3BR, 1 bath, bnck, vinyl
800-814-9965, ext. 1920.
tnm and carport. New inMOUNTAIN CABIN- 16 side paint, large workshop
ac, creek, $39,900. Incred- with electricity, vacant.
ible TN mountain views 1656 Ryan_ $59,000.
, 753-4074.
from this very private,
wooded setting. Bonus: 3BR, 2 bath, brick maintedeeded access to 47,000 nance free home, in the
acre TN Wildlife Manage- $70'5. 753-8245.
ment Area. Excellent fi- 38R, 2 bath, central h/a,
nancing. Call Timberline of gas logs fireplace, large
TN now 800-814-9965, lot, natural gas. 489-2922
or 753-5121.
ext. 1893.
TENNESSEE LAKE VIEW 3BR. 2 bath, large rooms,
BARGAIN- 3 acres with 2 years old. 9/10 acre. 4
north
Murray.
boat dock $19,900_ Beauti- miles
fully wooded spectacular $89,200. 762-0144.
views, located at crystal 3BR, 21/2 baths, new apclear mountain lake, next pliances & carpet, on 2
to 18 hole golf course! landscaped lots. 1413
Paved roads, utilities, soils Dudley. 753-8136, 753tested. Low, low financing. 9235.
Mountain 3BR, house on 5 acres in
Call
Lone
Shores now 800-704-3154 Kirksey, fenced and barn,
ext 1750.
detached garage, central
gas h/a, large deck.
$60,000. 437-4210 or 4365670.
15 5 ACRES, 4br home, a 3BR, 2 bath brick, hardvery nice horse farm with wood floors, immediate
pasture, barns, springs poss. 3 miles from Murray.
and creeks Reduced to $65,000. 753-9711.
BY OWNER
4Br, 312 baths, 4000sf
home, 10 rooms, 10 closets, large TV/entertainment room, great room
w/fireplace, den w/fireplace, large recreation
room, many upgrades
throughout, large deck,
gazebo/ hot tub, 3 lots (approx. 1 acre). Sherwood
$199,000. Will
Forest,
consider trade for smaller
house (1500- 2000 sf).
753-4882

5 2 acres, 7 miles south
121, private building site,
EAST Y Subdivision: 3br,
$7950. Easy terms.
brick ranch, $80S
753-4984
753-0444.)

Tony Henderson
Plumbing
(
Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
liardin, KY 42048
Licensed & Insured

Need Furniture? Bedding?
-

no

530

430

For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to.

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

LOCATED 1212 Dogwood 1977 FORD 3/4 ton pickDr Complete professional up, $1700. 753-1940 after
5pm.
interior update 1998 Inc
new central system- 3br . 1981 F100, 58.xxx miles,
with walk- in closets, LR- $1500. 753-1940 after 5.
DR- den with FP- 2 baths- 1990 CHEVY pick-up.
entry hall- crown molding- $5,500. Call 345-2841.
all large rooms- beautiful 1994 F150 V8 XLT, metalkitchen with bay window lic blue, great condition,
dinette- all appliances- power
everything.
double garage- 3200 sq ft $11,000. 759-5937.
on landscaped corner lot 1996 FORD Ranger XLT,
in prime location 759- 4cyl, 5sp, 40K, $7,600.
3569, if no answer leave 1986 Ford F150 XLT, 88K,
name & phone for appt.
351, $3,900. 753-9451.
built,
front 1997 FORD F-150, Cherry
QUALITY
porch, deck, cathedral ceil- Apple Red with Silver
ing, 2br, 2 bath, low utilit- Stripe. Leather interior,
ies. 352 West Grove Drive, cruise & tilt. Call 759-9215
Lynwood Heights Subdivi- if seriously interested in
sion. 759-2571, 559-2031.
buying.
1997 TOYOTA 4x2, extended cab, air, cassette
player. Asking under NA1995 HONDA 300 EX, DA book. Call 753-4888.
new tires, excellent shape, 1998 CHEVY Silverado,
$2,700 437-4125
3/4 ton, extended cab,
1995 YAMAHA 350 moto- long bed, 4x4, 15,XXX
miles. $25,000. 436-2546
4 4 wheeler 436-2069
after 6pm.
1999 CHEVY extended
cab Z71 (1998 body style).
Red, loaded, 5,XXX miles.
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
$26,500. Call 502-527p/w, p/I, cruise, tilt, 4dr,
7980 leave message.
good condition. $6,950
753-4445.
1992 FORD EXPLORER,
EDDIE BAUER EDITION.
4x4, Black ext. w/tan
leather interior, am/fm
cassette & CD player w/
factory remote changer.
All power, many other
options, 87xxx miles.
Excellent condition!
$10,900. Call 474-8704
after 5pm.
1996 HONDA Passport
EX, loaded, remote locks
& start, 40,xxx miles, extra
clean & sharp. Call evenings 489-2964

1985 OLDSMOBILE 98,
$700 obo 489-2711

111111
L & J Home Builders

*All Electrical • All Carpentry
*Plumbing Repair
References - Licensed & Insured

ran

733-9372or 7534353(Home)

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

502-7594979

• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206

S.

6th

753-8107
•
OS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
. 409 SuNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor, with blueprints & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we start. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We .ilso specialize in construction of lake homes,
large or small.

Bruce Green

A 1 INSULATION
s your home properly insulated? Utility bills too
high'? Would you like to
save money next year'?
Add more insulation today.
Free estimates. 753-3078.

AU In One
Construction
Call 489-2842

489-2842

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes.
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DON'T let spring rains ruin
your home! Call STOCKWELL METAL ROOFING,
offering new stone- coated
steel. 753-6585.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
GOT a hard or dirty job
that needs to be done?
Call D.B. Lawns, Etc.
Yard & buildings upkeep.
767-0768.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Moving Service. 437-3939.
6168 Old Olive Rd, Hardin,
KY 42048.

Budding Contractor, Inc.

41.0.1.
7

Jrn

vor

REDUCED PRICE
Architect designed. Formal living & dining rooms.
Spacious family room w/fireplace. 4hr. 2 bath, high ceilings. Murray Estates is a perfect combination of lifestyleand location. Call 502-7, L
- A!!0 ! ',2){ tor arr

. .-11‘1.
1;010
-

I\e/e7hc-- -

Immaculate
car Cleaning Service
(502) 759-1313
• Free pick-up and delivery • With our indoor facilities
we can clean your car in any weather • 24-hour rain
guarantee (If it rains within 24 hours of your carwash
bring it in for another wash)• Complete satisfaction
guarantee • Call for a free estimate and appointment
Prices vary

by vehicle size

(i.e., Wash, Wax, and Interior Cleaning for a
midsize sedan - $45.00)

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed I ii I, 11- fri

$100

www.automobilesonline.com
Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

Online Cash Rebate
DWAIN
TAYLOR

;hecrolei
Of MURRAY, KY

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
„Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

HANDYWORKJ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.

Handyman
Company
General
Contracting

-Roofing
LAMB Bros. Dozing and(
Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
Siding
436-6266.
sSpeciaIlstsj
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, Cross country
or local. Licensed & InsurWe Do It All!
ed. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels. Free estimates.
All work guaranteed!
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
489-6125
Removal. Insured with full
No job too small!
line of equipment. Free esPLUMBING
REPAIR timates. Day or night,
753-5484.
SERVICE. All work guarWALTERS Contracting
anteed. Free estimates.
Free estimates. Guaran753-1134
teed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
PLUMBING
years experience. Roofing,
Repairs, fast service.
additions, vinyl siding,
436-5255.
decks, remodeling. Call
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional. Resi- 753-2592.
WOOD SATELUTE
dential, Commercial or InSALES
dustrial. 502-435-4645.
Authorized dealer for 18ROOFING,
re-roofing,
inch Digital Satellite &
wood deck, vinyl siding,
Dish
exterior painting, and other
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
wood work. References.
753-0530.
Call 502-251-3128.

474-8621

HOROSCOPES

(502) 753-8343

Services Offered

A-1 Tree Professionals.
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.
Al Al A Tree Service,
1990 EAGLE Talon, askStump
removal,
ing $2500 753-1306
tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
1990 PONTIAC Grand Am
hedge trimming, landscapLE, maroon, excellent coning, mulch hauling & mulch
dition, 96,xxx miles. $2900
spreading, gutter cleaning.
obo. 759-4464.
Licensed & insured Full
1991 CAVALIER RS 2dr,
line of equipment. Free esauto w/air, very dependatimates. Tim Lamb,
ble & sharp. Please leave
436-5744,
message & number,
1-800-548-5262.
753-3239.
ADAM'S HOME
1991 CHEVY Cavalier,
IMPROVEMENTS
runs great $1,000. 1974
Remodeling, Repairs. No
CHEVY truck, runs good.
Job Too Small. 10% Dis$1100. 435-4271.
count thru 1/31/99.
1992 MITSUIBISHI, white
492-6267
Eclipse, runs great, good
AFFORDABLE all around
condition inside & out.
hauling, junk clean-up,
$4,500. 759-2583.
cleaning out sheds, tree
1995 BURGANDY Cadilwork. 436-2867.
lac, 34,XXX miles, 7 mo.
ALL Carpentry Service
warranty. Call 753-3787.
From Foundation to
1996 CAMRY LE, white.
Finish.
loaded, sun roof, wood
18Yrs expenence.
grain. Coming off of lease.
New Construction • Re$28,xxx miles. Smoke
modeling• Repairs. Cusfree. Serious inquiries only
tom Cabinets. Concrete
753-0738 after 8pm.
Work. AGC Certified.
1996 OLDS Bravado, one
435-4272.
owner, 54,XXX miles, maANTIQUE refinishing, furroon with grey leather, all
niture repair & custom
power, new tires, cd, like
new. 759-3569, if no an- woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
swer leave number.
PROFESSIONAL
1996 WHITE Toyota CamDEPENDABLE,
ry LE, excellent condition.
502-767-9552.
$13.800. 1992 blue Volvo,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
960 turbo, clean. 78,XXX
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
miles. $9,500. 489-2741.
1997 LEXUS 300, loaded, years experience. BOBBY
with
factory
chrome HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE SERVICE
wheels, 26,XXX miles.
ROY HILL. Septic system,
$29,000 obo. Paris
drive-ways, hauling, foun901-644-2643.
1997 TOYOTA Avalon, dations, etc. 436-2113.
one owner, 37,XXX miles, BASEMENTS & Homes.
all options, new Michelin Sub & General contracttires, beautiful automobile ing. Insulated concrete
in perfect condition. 759- forms (R32) StyroCrete
3569, if no answer leave builders. 502-436-2007.
message.
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning.
Auto dealer will arrange fi753-6300 anytime.
nancing even if you have
CARPET Cleaning
been turned down before.
Emergency Water RemovLoans available for no
al. Free Estimates. Satiscredit, bad credit, and
fied
References. Call
bankruptcy buyers. No coLee's TODAY... 753-5827.
signers needed. Must
CARPORTS for cars and
have at $750 cash or
trucks. Special sizes for
trade•in.
motor home, boats, RVs
Call the 24 hour
and etc. Excellent protecAutomated Credit
tion, high quality, excellent
Repair Hotline
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
1-800-566-2277. CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweep_ Chimney cleaning
services. 10% senior citiYana
zen
discount. Contact
Tracy Manning, 435-4006.
1989 FORD Aerostar ex
COLSON HOME REPAIR
tended van, p/w, p/I
Additions, garages, decks,
cruise, 140K, $2,500 1984
remodeling, vinyl siding
Chevy van straight body,
20Yrs experience.
350, $1,000 753-9451
753-5592
1990 CHEVY Lumina van,
CUSTOM BUILT
7 passenger, pw, pl, tilt, Decks, fencing, garages,
cruise, electric seats. Nice carports, hardwood floors
van, high miles. $3200 obo
753-7860
759-1070.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
1978 FORD truck, runs and repairs at reasonable
great needs transmission
prices. Dickie Farley.
$550 obo 437-4125
759-1519.
1986 PONTIAC STE 6000
V6 Phone after 5pm
753-4647
OLDS Classic
1989
$1,800 474-8626 or 931721-3575.

AUTO LOANS

iU-1

1985 FULL-SIZE school
bus converted into camper, good condition_ $3,000
obo. 527-7980 or 5272833, leave message.
1996 COACHMEN Catalina 30' Camping Trailer.
EXCELLENT Condition.
$11,900. 436-2225.

INCOME TAX

Window Blind
Installation

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing

if you have been turned
down before. Loans availbad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at,

Not Prefan CarDerler be

A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12 looting
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F.
160.0
G. 7 1/16 Blandex
undersiding
H Masonne, wood or vinyl siding

I. Sell-supporting 2.6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
O.C.
J. 1/2 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2.10 headers
0 4.4 raised curb

We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Inc.
Wheeler-McClain
247-9300

Deluxe Models

1-800-874-0256

Keniuck

GE'llOSOLD

1 CAR 112.20)
2 CAR (18)120)
LARGE 2 CAR(2202)
2 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24.30)
PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

$3.525
54.325
$4,625
$4,825
$5.425

LO1

WA!
TO THE!
CA'

111•Imm.m

-"=11111111

1 CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18,20)
LARGE 2 CAR 122021
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

76N

54.025
54.725
55.125
S5,225
$5,975

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

•••
4/

Wo

(.onc't
All Ouah'y Valenal-

(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-056
U.S.
45 South

Noi

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Clstudds.

able for 1st time buyers, !
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etching a decision in stone_ There could be
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
some key pieces of information missing.
Tonight: Turn up the heat.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Jan. 22.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
1999:
***** You arc clearly taken by anYour imagination could take you down
other. The question is. are you taken in?
interesting paths, though you won't alYou might be putting this person on a
ways see all the rarni fications. Allow friends,
pedestal, or he could be playing a role. A
co-workers and loved ones to play devil's
reality check won't hurt, especially if this
advocate more often. You can only gain
involves a child. Communicate concerns;
through this process. as you solidify your
you get strong responses. Tonight: Others
ideas. Goals change substantially this year.
seek you out.
If you are single. a special relationship
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
could put you on cloud nine. You will want
**** Work proves demanding.but you'll
to pinch yourself to make sure it's real.
put in the hours you deem necessary'.
Give this tie time before you tie the knot.
Another questions your choices. Be direct
If attached, your relationship takes on a
with a co-worker. Skirting an issue or not
euphoric tone. Communication flows. ARsharing your thoughts could backfire on a
IES is fun to hang out with.
work project. A family member's offer is
too good to be true. Tonight: Consider a
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
new exercise program.
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;3-Average:
SAGITTA RIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
***** Creativity remains very high.
Allow a friend to give his input. Listen
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
carefully to Others. You could be heanng
***** You are inspired by. others and
what you want to rather than what you
their ideas. New beginnings are possible
need to. Question choices carefully. You
because of your ability to absorb data. Let
might not get the complete perspective.
your spirit soar; go with a whim. InformaTonight: Having fun with a favorite person!
tion confirms that your direction is posiCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
tive Network, touch base with others.
*** Stay with a decision. Understanding
broaden your horizons.Tonight:Celebrate
a family member is important. Spending
Friday with friends.
isn't as stable as you would like. Your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
vision of what is possible could be quite
***Go within. Evaluate career plans and
different than what you get. Listen careone you put on a pedestal. You might be
fully to a loved one. Tonight: Entertain at
confused or in need ofgrounding. You have
home.
many wonderful-ideas:implementing them
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. IS)
is another issue. Consider choices, gather
***** You see v.'hal others don • t. Your
information and maintain detachment. Tounique perspective takes you,in new and
night: A night for you.
different directions. Others appreciate this
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
quality, yet sometimes they have a difficult
***** You can make a difference with
time visualizing. Make plans, return calls.
friends. Be supportive of another, but also
Getting together with co-workers could
evaluate exactly where you are coming
become a party!Tonight: Where the action
from. You have many dreams and ideals
is.
that sometimes cause you problems. A
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
partner helps you find clarity: you need to
*** You might want to spend money on
listen. Tonight: Out with friends where the
a special idea that only you see the logic in.
music is.
Talks with a boss or partner enlighten them
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
and allow them to support you. Trust your
**** Accepting responsibility and dealintuition as long as you can financially
ing with pressure go hand in hand. Others
afford to. Share, rather than becoming dehave incredible expectations of You. An fensive. Tonight: You are allowed to be
associate pushes. yet inspires you. Trust mysterious!
information received at work. You might
need to reorganize to finish what you must.
60 million people use the Internet.
Tonight: Could be a late night!
Can they shop from YOUR website?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Be a mind traveler, explonng
GDRD Networking
different options with an unusual and inspirational partner. Your own creativity
Telecommunications
chimes in. making new beginnings possible.
-Web Hosting and Page Development
A relationship could be rekindled if you so
-Internet Commerce
choose.Tonight: Clear the office as soon as
-LAN/WAN networks
-Phone Systems and voicemail
possible.
-Computer repair and support
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
-Y2K preparation
**** A partner helps you manifest
something to which you have given a lot of
489-2666
http:flgdowdy.simplenet.com
thought. Allow dreams to become realities.
Greg Dowdy
Another helps you. Think twice before

MELBER. KY.•(502)674-5530
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: In my community. gynecologists take care of women's
health, including problems not related
to the reproductive tract, whereas
men go to internists. Should a woman
have both?
DEAR READER: Customs vary
from region to region, depending on
the availability of doctors and the
preferences of their patients. In
underserved areas, general practitioners usually take care of most of
the family's routine problems and
check-ups. In contrast, urban
patients, who are not always urbane,
tend to have a plethora of specialists;
for example. I once treated a visitor
from New York City who refused to
take a cold remedy until she had
checked it out with her neuro-endocrinologist. On a less absurd level, many
women simply feel more comfortable,
for one reason or another. using their
gynecologists as primary' care physicians.
As a general internist. I prefer to
use gynecologists as consultants_ In

GIVE US
A CALL
Do you
have a hot
news tip?
The
Ledger
will pay
$10 for the
best news
tip of the
month.

my view, they should limit their prac
tices to the female reproductive system -- and leave the rest to us, the
internists and family practitioners.
I doubt that a woman needs both a
general medical
gynecologist an
doctor. One or the her will do. In the
long run. I believe you will obtain
more balanced primary care from an
internist or family doctor, either of
whom should be well-equipped to perform annual pap smears and other
routine gynecological tests.
To give you related information. I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Medical Specialists." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a healthy
31-year-old mother of two. Every time
I have an orgasm, I get a rotten
migraine headache that lasts for two
days. complete with nausea, flashing
lights and so forth. I have been examined by four different doctors and
each one looks at me as though I
came from outer space. What do you
think?
DEAR READER: I think that your
doctors are from outer space. Sexual
excitement and orgasm can trigger
migraine headaches in susceptible
individuals. Find a doctor who is an
earthling and ask for a prescription
for propanolol. a beta-blocker that
often prevents migraine. Ten milligrams three or four times a day, during your periods of sexual activity,
may solve your problem. Let me know
what happens.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY: This is to comment on your advice to "Emotionally Bruised," whose mother is supercritical. Do not assume that a calm,
mature approach will make a difference. Years ago, I read advice similar to your reply to her in a magazine.
"Mom," I said, at an appropriate
moment, "it hurts me when you say
things like that." She gave me.one
of her exasperated sighs, and glared
at me. "You were always so sensitive!" she said.
It is well known that the abuser
turns the fault back onto the victim.
Now my sister — less sensitive, I
guess — wonders why I don't feel
guilt for my absence.
STILL BRUISED
IN WASHINGTON
DEAR STILL BRUISED: What
letter touched a nerve with
many readers, who felt my
answer did not go far enough.
•
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Although you
were right that "Emotionally
Bruised" should tell her mother how
she feels, it may not resolve the
problem. I followed that advice, and
what followed was Mom calling me
for several days, crying and saying I
had "misinterpreted" what she had
said. The same pattern occurred
again and again. If I spoke up, the
crying began.
Sometimes you have to protect
yourself from your own mother. You
may have to accept that she will
never change, so distance yourself
No one should have to take abuse.
Continue to visit, but when she
starts her lectures, say, "Sorry,
Mom, I have to go," then make your
exit and don't look back.
FREER AND HAPPIER NOW

LOOKING BACK

constantly insulted me. I never
lived up to her standards. She disliked my friends, one in particular
because her brother had gotten into
trouble. My girlfriend never got into
trouble. I never did, either. I never
even smoked or drank.
I was always told that I'd be a
failure and would never graduate
from high school. Not only did I
graduate, but I went on to two business schools, and was on the President's List and the honor roll.
When I met the man I eventually
married, Mom hated him and made
no bones about it. She tried to break
us up whenever we visited her, and
called on the telephone and tried to
start something. When I learned it
was impossible for me to have children, she blamed me for it. She said
if I lost weight, I would be able to
give her grandkids. I never could
convince her otherwise.
My mother was always "disowning" me. Many times I tried to keep
us together, but one day, I'd had it.
She disowned me — and I never
went back. Since then, my life has
improved dramatically. For the
first time in my life, I had peace. I
used to do a lot of crying, but that
stopped, too.
Mother is dead now, and finally
we are both at peace.
FREE AT LAST IN VIRGINIA

Ten years ago
Jennifer Jarrett. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Odell Jarrett of Murray,
a 1986 graduate of Calloway County High School and junior at
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., has been selected to
study in China as a representative
of the Council on International
Educational Exchange.
Births reported include a boy
to Karen and William Jackson,
Jan. 11; a boy to Gina and Billy
Roberts, Jan. 16; a boy to Susan
and Patrick McCrady, Jan. 17.
Twenty years ago
Emergency farm loans to Purchase farmers who sustained crop
losses during last summer's drought
could run over $10 million, according to officials with the Farmers
Home Administration. Pictured is
a local farmer having a loan
processed.
Calloway County High School
Choir has started raising funds of
approximately $1,000 for a scheduled trip to Six Flags Over MidAmerica near St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Darnall will
be married 60 years Jan. 25.
Thirty years ago
Army Pfc. Larry R. Stone is serving as a cannoneer with the 1st
Cavalry Division (air mobile) in
Vietnam.
Keith W. Curd, son of Mr. and
Mrs. T.G. Curd, and Harold W.
Crutcher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.H. Crutcher, were inducted into
the U.S. Army in the January draft
call from Calloway County, according to Mrs. Gussie Adams, exec-

DEAR FREER: Call me an
CONTRACT BRIDGE
optimist, but I thought confronting the offending parent
and explaining how the criticisms made her feel might be
enough. There is no "one size
North
fits all" answer to a problem South dealer.
•A K 8
like this, because some families North-South vulnerable.
J 109
NORTH
are more dysfunctional than
East
West
•A K Q 8
others. However, I would rec+96
4 J 10 7
II 82
ommend avoiding the parent
•9 8
•A
•7 6
only as a last resort. Read on:
+52
4K6
J 10 9 7 4
DEAR ABBY: My mother also
South
EAST
WEST
+964
•5
4 J 10 7 2
V J 10 9 7
65
4
DAILY COMICS
4A Q 3
•9 8 5 4
•AKQ10 3
A club return at this point
+52
K 86
BLONDIE
seems normal, but East returned a
SOUTH
low spade instead. It was this un+53
Wi66A SLOOMA GA—SUNK
'2_64.Je•eA WAWA CATOOP
usual play that quickly settled
VAKQ6 5 3
declarer's hash. South won with
•J 2
'7'WO ROOT
TWO IZEGuLAR
dummy's king,discarded a club on
•A Q 3
•BEERS AND A
CHEESE&JRGERS
the ace of spades, and then lost a
The bidding:
LEMONADE
AND A DOUBLE
club finesse to West for down one.
South West
North East
WITH PRIES
Had East made the more natu1V
Dble
Redble Pass
ral return of a club in the dia4 11
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead — king ofdiamonds. grammed position, South would
have made the contract with proper
It is usually more difficult to play. He would simply rise with
defend a hand well than it is to play the ace ofclubs and cash the 6-5 of
WHEN IT COMES TO G000, YCUR
a hand well as declarer. Take this hearts to score the rest ofthe tricks,
o-rv6(
GATHER i5 efrILINGUAL
2I
deal where West cashed the K-Q of since West would be unable to disdiamonds againstfour hearts,then card safely.
Most declarers claim to find it
shifted to the deuce of spades.
Declarer won with dummy's difficult to recognize and execute a
AS LONG AS THEY'RE
WRINKLES I THINK OLDER MEN ARE
queen and played the A-K of squeeze. But it is even more of a
Now WHAT ARE yoLi DoiNG2 I'VE GOT MoREslot)
w-REmEt.s/ ATTRA CTIV E.
HAVE
Ti-kAN
CLOTHED
trumps, learning that East had a challenge for a defender to recogBUT •
sure trump trick coming. South nize that a squeeze is imminent —
MEN LOOK GOOD
WHEN THEY GET
correctly continued with the queen as East smartly did in this case —
OLDER MATORE MEN
and another trump, whereupon and then break up the squeeze by
HAVE A SORT OF
East found himself on lead in this severing declarer's communication
RUCTGEP i-IAND.SontEwith dummy.
position:
NEGS•
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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(destroy)
50 Believe — —
not
52 Atlanta
player
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55 Kennel
dweller
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59 Fanatical
60 Medicine
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1 Get rid of
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9 Large birds
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utive secretary of Local Board No.
10 of the Selective Service. They
are taking basic training at Fort
Campbell.
Forty years ago
Edward Overbey Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. George E. Overbey Sr.,
is on duty with the U.S. Marine
Corps at Parris Island. S.C. He
volunteered for the Navy Nov. 3,
1958.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Thomas and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Stubblefield.
In high school basketball games
Murray Training beat Fulton County and Fulgham beat Lynn Grove.
High team scorers were Robert
Burton for MTS, Tipton for Fulton. Stewart for Fulgham and for
Lynn Grove.
Fifty years ago
Dale Campbell of Pottertown
4-H Club set 1,450 pines in some
gullies near his home. Today these
pines are five or six feet tall and
are holding a badly eroded hillside. Other 4-H clubs in the county are also setting pine and locust
seedlings available free of charge
through the County Agent's office.
In high school basketball games
Murray High beat Benton and
Hazel beat Kirksey. High team
scorers were Alexander and Jeffrey for Murray. Adkins for Benton, Brandon for Hazel and Usrey
for Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. N.P. Hendricks
will be married 55 years Jan. 24.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 21, the
21st day of 1999. There are 344
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 21, 1793, during the
French Revolution, King Louis
XVI, condemned for treason, was
executed on the guillotine.
On this date:
In 1861, Jefferson Davis of Mississippi and four other Southerners resigned from the U.S. Senate.
In 1915, the first Kiwanis Club
was founded in Detroit.
In 1924, Russian revolutionary
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin died At age
54.
In 1942, Count Basic and His
Orchestra recorded "One O'Clock
Jump" in New York for Okeh
Records.
Ten years ago: Former Ku Klux
Klan leader David Duke led a
field of seven candidates in an
open primary to advance to a
runoff election for a Louisiana
state House seat.
Five years ago: A jury in Manassas, Va., acquitted Lorena Bobbitt by reason of temporary insanity of maliciously wounding her
husband John, whom she'd accused
of sexually assaulting her.
One year ago: President Clinton angrily denied reports he'd
had an affair with former White
House intern Monica Lewinsky
and tried to get her to lie about
it. Pope John Paul II began a historic pilgrimage to Cuba. Actor
Jack Lord of "Hawaii Five-0"
fame died in Honolulu at age 77.
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45 Sgt
47 Skim
49 Get — of

17 Immature

32

Answer to Previous Puzzle

44 Gaseous

1 Customary
6 Theater
employee
11 Intricate
12 Froths
14 — Pacino

25
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42 Speed
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19 Painter
Andrew —
21 Character of
a people
24 Biblical land
26 Ohio city
29 Musical
instruments
31 Tennessee
player
33 Place of
illness
35 Relating to a
group of
atoms
36 Delicious
beverage
37 Lacerate
39 Offers an
opinion
40 Terminated
43 "The -(Stephen
King)
46 A Chaplin
48 " happily after"
51 Bone of body
53 — de cologne
56 Nickel symbol
58 Goulet ID

Local Delivery
RATES
$18.00
3 mo.
$36.00
mo.
$72.00
1 yr.
Mall Subscription
RATES
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University sponsors Spring Reading Program offered
two-part workshop

ducted in the Special Education but tees may be reduced if finanBuilding on Murray State's cam- cial need exists.
To apply, call Bonnie Adams
pus.
The cost of the program is $90, at (502) 762-240.

One-on-one tutoring will be prochildren in primary through sixth vided by MSU undergraduate stureadgrade will be offered by Murray dents who are enrolled in a
practicum.
ing
of
department
University's
State
"The MSU reading program has
elementary and secondary educaoffered for many years and
been
tion.
has been very successful in help"The program is designed to ing children improve their readprovide children with successful ing ability," noted Gill. "The indireading experiences and to build vidualized attention children receive
interest and fluency in reading. It from their tutors and the focus on
is especially appropriate for begin- successful reading experiences often
ning and early readers who may, results in more enthusiasm for
benefit from the opportunity for reading and helps children overextra practice in reading and for come reading difficulties."
Tutoring sessions will be held
readers who may need assistance
and Wednesdays, beginMondays
in developing reading strategies,"
and continuing through
22
Feb.
ning
proassistant
said Dr. Sharon Gill,
fessor of elementary and second- April 28. Sessions run from 3:30
to 4:20 p.m. and will be conary education.
A Spring Reading Program for

Murray State University is sponsoring a non-credit, evening
course, 'Preserving Your Family's Memones."
The two-pan workshop is scheduled to begin Feb. 23. from
6:10 p.m. to 9 p.m. and conclude Feb. 27, from 9 a.m. to noon.
The course will meet in the Collins Center for Industry and
Technology on the MSU campus and will show how to best display keepsakes using proper, photo-safe products.
In the first session participants will learn quick and creative
ways to start the family album, the benefits of using acid-free
lignin-free materials and proper cropping methods. The follow-up
session covers documentaion and labeling styles, photo journaling
and practice in the use of cutters and templates.
There is a $38 registration fee for the class. Materials covered
in this cost are a package of adhesives and a non-fade marker. In
addition, participants will have the opportunity to select frqm a
variety of photo-safe scrapbooks ranging in price from $28 to $47.
To receive a catalog of non-credit and evening courses from
MSU or to enroll in "Preserving Your Family's Memories," please
contact the Office of Conferences and Workshops at 762-3662 locally or toll-free outside of Calloway County at 1-800-669-7654.
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Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Installations• Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
• Mobile Homes • Window Units
753-9911
Owned & Operated By • Carbon Monoxide Testing
Glenn Cossey

9307 State Rt.
94E Murray

24 hr. Ernergency
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Nominations for outstanding
teacher now being accepted
Nominations are now being
accepted for the 1999 Kentucky
Outstanding Teacher Awards.
The program, sponsored by Murray State University. awards $1,000
to a teacher from each education
level - primary/elementary, middle school and high school. All
full-time teachers in the state are
eligible and will be judged based
on their commitment and service
to education.
The three winners will be
announced in May. MSU President Kern Alexander will present
the recipients with their awards at
the Harry.' M. Sparks Distinguished
Lecture. Series -held during the
summer on MSU's campus.
Nominations should consist of
no more than two typewritten pages
and must include a double-spaced
paragraph, citing specific examples. on • each of the following
three areas: excellence in teaching. contributions to parental
involvement in learning, and commitment to , bool excellence.

Film series
continues
Murray State Uni‘ersity's Cinema International offers "Men With
Guns" on Jan. 21-23 as its second film of the spring series. The
film will be shown nightly at 7:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Theater
on MSU's campus.
The 1998 film.,directed by independent filmmaker John Sayles,
takes place in an unnamed Central American country. Dr. Fuentes
goes out to the countryside to visit
some of his former medical students who have been sent to deliver health care in remote Indian
villages.
The deeper into the wilderness
he goes. the more horrified he
becomes, not by natives or the
jungle. _but by men with guns.
government soldiers .or guerrillas
who victimize subsistence farmers.
The Spanish-language film is
rated "R" and has subtitles.
MSU students, faculty, stall and
community members are invited
to attend the showing at no charge.
The Cinema International Series
is sponsored by the Center for
International Programs; the Curris
Center: the colleges of humanistic studies and fine arts and communication-.the departments of English, history and foreign languages;
the Foreign Language Club; Phi
Alpha Theta; the Office of Student Affairs; Cultural Services of
the French Embassy; and the Cultural Ministry of France.

The name .-of the person submitting the nomination should also
be included, along with their job
title, relationship to nominee,
address and telephone number.
Mail nominations to: Dean's
Office. College of Education. Murray State University, PO Box 9,
Murray. KY 42071-0009. All nominations must be received by April
17.
For more information, contact
Rus.ell Wall at (502) 762-3832 or
Tami Dandeneau at (502) 7623817.
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Plus Pay Nothing Until
January 2000
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"I may be able to identify and
address the reasons why your
property did not sell."
Call Rebecca at
753-1492 or 753-0425
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